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Skipper Expo International Galway 2019

Welcome to the 15th anniversary
Skipper Expo Int. Galway fisheries show!
Sponsored by BIM and Cavanagh
Hooper Dolan Insurances Limited,
the 2019 expo will feature over 100
exhibitor stands covering virtually every
equipment and service sector for the
fishing industry.
From humble beginnings, the Galway
show is more than double the size it was
compared to the first event 15 years ago, but
the one factor that has remained constant
over the years is the friendly atmosphere
combined with its proven track record of
being a great place to do business.
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Sharon Boyle,
Commercial Fishing Manager

COMMERCIAL FISHING EXHIBITION

NEW OPENING HOURS

FRI 10AM - 6PM SAT 10AM - 4PM

WWW.MARAMEDIA.IE
Email: sharon@maramedia.ie
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Fishing and the wider seafood industry
are an important part of the Irish
economy, supporting jobs in fragile rural
communities. There is, however, great
uncertainty what the future holds for
the Irish industry with Brexit looming

The team here at Mara Media has been
overwhelmed by the huge interest in
Skipper Expo Int. Galway 2019. We
sincerely hope you have an enjoyable
and productive show and I look forward
to meeting with as many of you as
possible over the two days of the expo.
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FISA and are a leading producer
and distributor of fishing nets, ropes
and twine with more than 70 years
of experience in the fishing and
aquaculture industries.

But what is not in doubt is the great
resilience of the Irish fishing industry
and its ability to innovate to ensure that
the sector continues to grow in terms
of overall seafood sales and exports.
Ireland is renowned around the world
for the quality and range of seafood
sustainably harvested from our seas. It
is that commitment to quality that has
proved so beneficial to the industry in

I would like to give a special thanks to
our show sponsors, BIM and Cavanagh
Hooper Dolan Insurances Limited –
their support is hugely appreciated.

IONAL
AT

As well as the excellent turnout from
visitors from fishing ports throughout
Ireland, there is always a strong visitor
presence from Scotland and other parts

of the UK, as well as from the rest of
Europe. Star attractions for the 2019
expo will include boat displays, pool
safety demos hosted by the RNLI and
the highly popular exhibitor’s seafood
buffet and music night on Friday 8
March, which this year is sponsored
by Fibras Industriales SA, who are
commercially known as FISA.

recent years.

SKIPPER

The Mara Media Team

rapidly on the horizon. Let us hopethat
common-sense prevails and a fair and
equitable agreement is reached that
maintains fishing opportunities and
ensures the easy trade of seafood across
international borders.

SKIPPER

Welcome 8A

SKIPPER

STAND

10am - 6pm Fri / 10am - 4pm Sat

AB

ERDEEN

Skipper
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BIM returns as headline sponsor for Skipper Expo Int. Galway 2019
a remarkable ability
to adapt to changing
economic and political
circumstances. The
message to visitors at
this year’s show is that
BIM is here to support
you and to help sustain
and grow your business
into the future.

STAND NUMBERS

37, 96, 96B
OUTSIDE BOATMART

Jim O’Toole BIM CEO.

Bord Iascaigh Mhara
(BIM), Ireland’s seafood
development agency
is returning to this
year’s Skipper Expo Int.
Galway. BIM is a proud
sponsor of the annual
trade show for the
fishing sector.
2019 will be marked
in history as a highly
challenging and
uncertain year for the
Irish fishing fleet. The
aim of BIM activities
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at this year’s show is to
communicate the high
level of support and
expertise on offer from
BIM to the sector.
March 2019 is almost
one year on from the
launch of BIM’s new
corporate strategy.
The fishing sector, fish
farming and seafood
processing are widely
recognised as sectors
with significant potential
for growth. BIM will

administer an extensive
work programme for the
seafood industry under
the European Maritime
and Fisheries Fund and
will work alongside
its partner agencies
to deliver on Food
Wise 2025 and on the
ambitions set out in the
Harnessing Our Ocean
Wealth plan.
The fishing sector in
Ireland has shown
great resilience and

BIM will have a strong
presence at this year’s
show, including an
impressive display
model of selective gear.
The display will take
centre-stage and will be
positioned in the lobby
of the Galway Bay Hotel.
BIM has been working
closely with members
of the Irish fleet to
develop selective
gear technologies to
address new Landing
Obligation regulations
and to reduce levels
of unwanted catches.
Underwater footage
taken during BIM gear
trials will play on screens
next to the large-scale
display during the two
day event. This will allow
visitors to Skipper Expo
Int. Galway to see the
gear in action and to talk
to BIM staff about the

trials and to learn more
about how the gear can
work for them.
Visitors attending this
year’s show will be
actively encouraged to
sign up to the Clean
Oceans Initiative.
Minister for Agriculture,
Food and the Marine,
Michael Creed TD
launched the major new
national initiative to help
tackle the problem of
marine litter at Union
Hall last month. BIM
aims to have every
fishing vessel in Ireland
participating by the end
of 2019 as part of the
national initiative.
A team from BIM will be
on hand throughout the
two-day event to provide
support and relevant
information to visitors on
grant aid, including the
new fishermen’s scheme,
sustainable fishermen
part B, and the safety
scheme. Information on
training grant aid will
also be available at this
year’s event.

unit will be available
to visitors to the show,
including details on how
to book. Free copies of
BIM’s latest fisheries
management chart will
be available. An online
version of the muchused chart is currently
being developed. The
digitisation of the chart
will allow for greater
levels of interactivity
and more in-depth
information for the fleet.
BIM’s 2018 Business of
Seafood report will also
be available at this year’s
event.
To learn more about
BIM’s range of supports,
please come and talk
to the BIM team at our
exhibition stands
I’m looking forward
to this year’s Skipper
Expo Int. Galway and to
meeting as many men
and women from the
sector as possible.
Jim O’Toole
Chief Executive

The BIM coastal training
unit will be on site all
weekend. The training
schedule for the mobile
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CHD – Proud Sponsors of Skipper Expo Int. Galway
STAND

65

Cavanagh Hooper Dolan Insurances
– proud sponsors of Skipper Expo Int.
Galway 2019
We are delighted to sponsor Skipper
Expo Int. Galway 2019, especially since
Cavanagh Hooper Dolan Insurances
has had a long association with the
fishing and marine industries.
The Cavanagh Family have been
involved the insurance industry
since 1943. During our 75years in
business,we have developed bespoke
insurance packages to cater for
our clients’ needs and provide a
24/7/365 claims service to our marine
customers. Cavanagh Hooper Dolan
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Insurances is part of the Hooper Dolan
Group, one of the largest wholly Irish
owned insurance brokerages. The
group has 12 offices around Ireland.
Our staff at Cavanagh Hooper Dolan
Insurances take pride in our work;
we always strive to go the extra mile
for our clients. Cavanagh Hooper
Dolan Insurances is a unique company
with specialist marine knowledge
and history. Both Cavanagh Hooper
Dolan Insurances’ new and existing
clients can expect to receive invaluable
insurance advice and the highest
standard of service.
I have over 35 years working in the

insurance industry and have strong
connections with the marine industry
in both my personal and professional
life. I have been a member of the Irish
Coast Guard for 30 years. Throughout
my careers in both insurance and the
Coast Guard, I have gained a unique
insight into the insurance needs of
the marine industry and companies
with ties to marine trades. This has
enabled our company to provide
bespoke advice to clients regarding
the insurance covers they require and,
in some cases, providing advice for
implementation of health and safety
procedures which have resulted in
improved premiums.
We provide a comprehensive and
competitive range of professional
products and services to both
individuals and companies. Services
include a wide range of marine and
general insurance products for all
classes of vessels and onshore business
in all sectors of the industry. Cavanagh
Hooper Dolan also provide a broad
range of home, motor and health
insurance products and have clients
based in both ROI and UK.
The Cavanagh Hooper Dolan team
have been attending the Skipper
Expo since its inception, and we
use this premier two-day event
as an opportunity to meet with
existing clients and also to meet with
prospective new customers. Our fully
qualified staff will be at their stand

to discuss any enquires regarding the
wide range of insurance products we
have available. In addition to providing
information on our marine insurance
products,we will have information on
various other insurance products such
as home, motor and the many other
business needs. The Cavanagh Hooper
Dolan stand is a ‘one stop shop’ for
all your insurance needs - afloat or
ashore.
I hope you enjoy Skipper Expo Int.
Galway 2019.

Charlie Cavanagh
(Managing Director)
For product information and free
quotations, visitCavanagh Hooper
Dolan’s website at www.chd.ie, email
the team on info@chd.ie or call us
today on 074 91 77500.
Cavanagh Hooper Dolan Insurances
Limited is regulated by the Central
Bank of Ireland.
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FISA – A leading producer and distributor
of fishing nets, ropes and twine
BUFFET
SPONSORS

Fibras Industriales S.A, commercially
known as FISA, is a leading producer
and distributor of fishing nets, ropes
and twine with more than 70 years
of experience in the fishing and
aquaculture industries.
The constant research and innovation
in its production processes, allows
FISA to offer products with the highest
standards of quality and services
developed to satisfy different needs.
The latest technology netting looms,
machinery, treatment plant, and its
experienced personnel, allows FISA
to produce durable and consistent
products.
FISA manufactures a full range of
nets made of Nylon, Polyester, and
high-density Polyethylene (HDPE).
Products include: Knotless Raschel
netting, Twisted Knotted netting,

Supra product
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Polyester, Polyethylene, Polypropylene
and various mixtures of these
materials.
FISA’s Polytar ropes are made of high
tenacity Polyester with high abrasion
resistance. It is coated with a tar
solution developed by FISA that will
work as a lubricant when squeezed
during manoeuvring. Polytar Rope
is highly resistant to abrasion and
breakage.
FISA offers customised products
based on specific needs. As such it can
produce products in special colours
and can adjust number of twists per

meter for its braided and twisted nets
as well as for its ropes.
The constant research and innovation
in FISA’s production processes allows
it to offer customised products with
the highest standards of quality
and services developed to satisfy
customers´ needs.
FISA has a team of qualified engineers
and personnel experienced in the
designing and assembling of nets,
based on customer needs. FISA has
decades of experience building purse
seine nets, aquaculture cages, birdnets, predator nets, and more.

Supra netting weaving machine

Braided Knotted netting and Twisted
Knotless Shogun netting; all for use in
trawl and purse seine nets, fish cages,
anti-predator nets, anti-bird nets,
sports nets and more.
Among all of its products, FISA
is proud to offer its customers
SUPRA Advance netting. SUPRA
are braided knotted nets produced
with 3rd generation high-density
Polyethylene. Among all its features,
the ones that stand out are its lighter
weight, higher break strength, high
tenacity and less water absorption and
fouling impregnation. This product
line is directed to compete in the
international market, mainly in trawl
fishing and aquaculture as rigged cages
and predator nets. It is commonly used
in purse seine fishing as well.
FISA´s Ropes are manufactured from
different raw materials such as Nylon,

Trawl Netting Purse Seine Nets Aquaculture Netting
Assembly Yard for Rigged Netting
Fibras Industriales S.A.

51-1-6196500
sales@ﬁsanet.com.pe

www.ﬁsa.com.pe
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NOTHING COMPARES TO

1964-2014

Skipper
The
The

AQUAMESH®

LEADING JOURNAL OF THE IRISH & UK FISHING INDUSTRIES

Founded in February 1964, The Skipper is a
monthly fishing magazine which covers the Irish
and UK fishing and processing sectors, as well as
news, events, technical developments and current
affairs from the marine sector.

Subscribe to The Skipper, visit us on our stand
to sign up or email Sarah@maramedia.ie

www.maramedia.ie

Aquamesh® is manufactured using an exclusive hot-dipped zinc
galvanised after welding (GAW) and specialized PVC coating
method. The wire is first welded and then galvanised with a
heavy zinc coating that completely covers and seals the welds,
protecting it from all harsh environmental elements. The wire
is then covered with our proprietary marine-grade PVC coating.
The Aquamesh® manufacturing process results in a longer
lifetime of use, typically 5x-10x times more when compared to
galvanised before welding (GBW) marine products.
+1.800.762.6374 | +1.508.234.8400
info@riverdale.com | www.riverdale.com

Safe Seas – Connected Coasts

STAND

84

Recent jobs completed by Galway exhibitor Astander

D

uring 2018, new
projects on fishing
vessels were carried out
by Astander shipyard. These
included:

T

he mission of Irish
Lights is safe navigation
at sea. Some of the key
services they provide include:
•
Provision and
maintenance of 340
General Aids to
Navigation (AtoN)
•
Inspection of 3,200
Local Aids to
Navigation and audit
of 60 Local Aids to
Navigation Authorities
•
Marking or removing
dangerous wrecks
outside harbour areas
around Ireland
•
Navigation Risk
Assessment and Advice
•
Provision of Statutory
Sanctions for marking

of offshore structures
Advice and information
on Aids to Navigation
and marking of
offshore structures and
hazards (including to
the aquaculture and
offshore energy sector)
•
Sea state and
environmental data
(wind speed and
direction, wave
height and direction,
humidity).
To learn more see
https://www.irishlights.ie/
technology-data-services/
data-services.   Irish Lights
can also customise data
collection at selected sites.
Mark Devlin, Operations
•

Mackerel setups from DMG Welding
DMG Welding has been a
regular visitor to the Skipper
Expo Int. Galway where
their mackerel strippers have
proved popular.
The company came up
with the design seven years
ago and trials have shown
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the strippers to work very
well. Many fishermen have
turned to line fishing over
the last few years and the
company’s strippers have
been sent to customers in
the UK, Scotland and Faroe
Islands.

and Navigation Services, Irish
Lights said: “Ensuring buoys
are operating well, marking
channels and marking dangers
are some of ways we protect
those fishing. We are currently
undertaking a review of Aids
to Navigation around the
coast and the fishing industry
is invited to contribute to this
review to ensure the right level
and mix of aids are provided.
Please call to our stand and
give us your feedback.”
Irish Lights also provides a
suite of commercial services
including data, technology, and
engineering and navigation
advice and consultancy. They
also charter the Granuaile to
support offshore activities.
STAND

42

DMG Welding is
busy working on a
lot of smaller inshore boats
up to 15m, supplying potting
rollers, full mackerel setups,
including various jigging
machines , and custom
anchors and grapples.

Renewal of bulbous bows
on sisters pelagic vessels
“FATHER MACKEE” and
“BRENDELEN”.
(Irish Republic)
Two sister pelagic fishing
vessels from Ireland entered
the Astander drydock no 2
to renew their bulbous bows
and to carry out regular
drydocking jobs. It is the
second visit of Father McKee
after her first docking in
Astander in 2016, and this
time bringing the sister vessel
Brendelen with her.
The new bulbous bows
were built in their workshop
with the technical information
and drawings provided by
Atlantek Maritime, the Irish
Naval Architect Design Office
appointed by the owners.
The new design will enhance
vessels behaviour in rough
seas.
“AKRABERG”
(Faroe Islands)
AKRABERG has been
the first vessel to arrive from
Faroe Islands in the history
of Astander, showing that the
distance is not always such a
bad thing!
•
•

Main jobs performed
included:
Full blasting and
painting of hull,

STAND

68B

•
•

•
•

decks, superstructure,
and deck machinery;
including zinc spray of
trawl gallows frame,
ramp & trawl deck.
Overhauling of main
engine, bow and stern
thrusters.
Upgrading of
electronic systems
on bridge and
accommodation area.
Pipework.
Works in fish factory.

Main engine repairs on
“LOVON” (Irish Republic)
A new foundation, and
additional modifications in
engine room were carried out.
A very strong commitment
to customers based on
fair-play, flexibility and
transparency, is established
with each and every new
customer from the very first
contact, making things easygoing to the end and resulting

in the yard’s main strength:
Customer Satisfaction.
The special needs requested
by fishing vessels and fishing
vessel owners match perfectly
with the yard’s capabilities
and the way business is
understood at Astander.
Astander, with more than
140 years of experience in the
ship repair industry is located
in the Port of Santander (Bay
of Biscay), on the Northern
coast of Spain.
Absolutely competitive
prices and unbeatable
delivery times, together with
a convenient location and
better weather conditions
than those in countries
further north present
Astander as the perfect
alternative to the traditional
pilgrimage destinations of
the international fishing
fleet when time comes for
maintenance or special
projects in Europe.
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New innovative robotic blast cleaning equipment
from Peter Bruce (Patsy) Ships Painters
STAND

P

eter Bruce (Patsy)
Ships Painters – Stand
Number 25 at Skipper
Expo Int. Galway 2019 – are
looking forward to welcoming
visitors and promoting their
new innovative robotic blast
cleaning equipment in Galway
as well as other new UHP
water blasting techniques of
which they are the first to
successfully introduce to the
fishing industry.
PBP are the sole UK
supplier of world leading
German deck and flooring
resin Degafloor and regularly
install to fishing industry
with installations successfully
completed in UK, Ireland,
Denmark and Norway
onboard multiple areas
of fishing vessels, decks
and floors which have left
customers highly impressed
with quality, durability and
fast turnaround/cure times of
applications.
As well as blast cleaning,
hot metal zinc spraying and
painting of vessels around
the ports of Scotland, PBP
were delighted when the
Westbound Owner, Eamon
McHugh, contacted them
to fully blast clean and
paint Westbound during her
summer refit. Jonathan and PA
Bruce, Peter’s sons, and their
dedicated team were already
working in Killybegs for
numerous other vessel owners
at the time.
PBP Services worked
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very closely with the owners
SeaQuest, Mooney Boatyard
and the shiphall operators
in order to deliver an
anticorrosive cleaning and
5 coat paint spec to the very
highest of quality standards.
Working 7 days each week 12
and 24 hour shifts, PBP blast
cleaned the Westbound back
to the bare metal and with
the support of the SeaQuest
team continued to hot metal
zinc spray all steelwork on
topsides and to inboard deck
surfaces and superstructure
inside the Killybegs Shiphall.
Once metallisation was
complete then 2 full coats of
2 pack primers were applied,
followed by full coat of epoxy
base coats then finished with 2
pack polyurethane topcoats in
order to leave the Westbound
with a superb finish using
the highest quality materials
during the project. The
owners were ‘delighted with
the quality, efficiency and
value for money and would
recommend PBP Services to
any future customers’.
In December 2018, PBP
set up a store in Killybegs
purely operating for customer
and contact needs, to hold
blast cleaning and painting
equipment to rapidly mobilise
their dedicated team to carry
out various works in 2019
once again for Irish customers
in Clogherhead, Howth and
New Ross onboard trawlers
they have previously painted

25

by PBP in these ports.
As well as UK and Ireland,
PBP have now been setup
in Skagen for 4 years where
they are often called to service
Scottish, Irish and Shetland
pelagic and white fish trawlers
during their summer refits.
From the PBP base in Skagen,
they have all equipment
required for blast cleaning
and painting operations and
often mobilise to ports such as
Fredrikshavn, Hanstholm and
Thyboron, where they also
provide services to Danish
and Norwegian customers
with whom they have
excellent working relations.
PBP are preparing for
another busy year ahead and
welcome enquiries at the
Galway Show or alternatively
Peter can be contacted
directly on 07831 260109;
email info@pbpservices.
co.uk or via the office on
0044 (0)1346 514056.

Riverdale Mills’ Aquamesh® is technologically
advanced and multifunctional
STAND

28

R

iverdale Mills will once
again be exhibiting at
Galway where they will
be displaying Aquamesh®
- the only marine wire mesh
in the world specifically
engineered for ocean use,
and manufactured to ensure
a sturdier, weather and
corrosion resistant lobster pot.
The durability of Aquamesh®
goes a long way to keeping
costs down and businesses
profitable.
Manufactured in the United
States by Riverdale Mills,
Aquamesh® is manufactured
from high-grade premium
steel that is hot-dip galvanized
after welding with a thick
layer of zinc around the weld
to prevent the steel from
corroding. The wire is then
covered with a proprietary
marine grade PVC coating
that forms a protective layer
to prevent the wire from
peeling or stripping in harsh
salt water fishing conditions.
“Aquamesh® is an
incredibly versatile product
that holds strong in Ireland’s
harsh, rocky bottom oceans,”
says Pat “The Chief”
O’Donnell. “The lobster and
offshore crab pots made with
Aquamesh® fish as well and
often times better than the old
creels.”
Aquamesh is a
multifunctional product. It
is used worldwide in the
construction of lobster and
crab pots, oyster and shellfish

trays, and conch and whelk
traps and fish pens, andis
available in a variety of
patterns that can easily be
fabricated into numerous
configurations. Standard mesh
size is 1.5 x 1.5, 10.5. Widths
range from 6”/152mm to
57”/1,448mm. Aquamesh’s
proprietary marine-grade PVC
coating is offered in yellow,
green, and black colours.
Aquamesh® is also available
in a heavy 8-gauge ½ x
3”mesh. The heavier gauge
mesh issued for constructing
the base of the lobster pot,
holds pots on the ocean floor,
thus reducing the wear and
tear often caused as pots
travel the rocky bottom waters
off the shores of Ireland and
the U.K.Riverdale Mills
proprietary marine-grade PVC
coating is offered in yellow,
green, and black.
Riverdale also offers
annealed, stainless and
galvanized steel hog rings,
made from high-quality steel,

and handcrafted, 54” and
60” wire mesh benders. Both
products are manufactured inhouse by Riverdale Mills.
Riverdale Mills CEO Jim
Knott Jr. and his team are
committed to producing
technologically advanced and
sustainable premium products
to fishermen and women.
“We are honored to be a part
of this dynamic industry and
are committed to providing
our clients with superior
quality products and customer
service.”
Riverdale Mills
revolutionized the lobster
fishing industry in 1980 when
the company designed and
created Aquamesh to build a
more durable lobster trap for
New England lobstermen.
Today, over 75 percent of all
lobster traps around the world
are built with Aquamesh.
All Riverdale Mills products
are made in the United
States.(www.riverdale.com)
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Tyson’s opens new chandlery and online store

G

alway exhibitor Tyson’s
Ships Riggers Ltd has
announced the launch
of their new chandlery and
online store.
Jonathan Tyson of the
company said that the industry
has seen changes in ordering
habits of fishermen and that
fishermen want flexibility
in ordering outside of the
working 9am – 5pm day.
Tyson’s online store is open
24 hours a day seven days a
week and can be accessed on
any online device.
Jonathan Tyson said: “We
know when fishermen come
in from a hard trip at sea
that their day does not stop
there, they need to plan and
prepare their crew for the next
trip. Now, with one click of a
button on their online device
in the early or late hours on
board their vessel or from the
comfort of their home, their
order for ropes, wires, gloves,
boots, clothing etc will be
processed on our website and
be delivered for when they

require, leaving them time to
spend time with loved ones
and have a rest before their
next hard trip at sea.”
Meanwhile, at Skipper
Expo Int. Galway 2019,
there will be special offers
on the Tyson’s stand for their
GOLD STRAND Trawl Wire.
Customer ZeikTuits describes
it as “excellent quality wire
and Tyson’s service is always
100%!”
There will be offers on their
King Crab range of ropes,
17mm Leaded which is used
by customers Christopher and
Anthony Harley, who say:
“Tyson’s King Crab Leaded
ropes are excellent quality.
Their motto is ‘Trust Tyson’s’
and we have to agree.”
Tyson’s will also have
their Tyson’s Euros polysteel,
Shamrock, multicolour and all
their other ranges of potting
ropes, plus much more at the
show, with the team looking
forward to meeting as many
people as possible at Galway.
Visit Tyson’s on Stand 8 at
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kipper Expo Int. Galway
exhibitor, Morgère, has
strong historical links
with Ireland and their trawl
doors have been widely used
by Irish fishermen for many
years.
At Galway, Morgère will be
promoting the Exocet trawl
door and the V3 trawl door,
both of which are ideally

designed for use over rough
seabeds, with its oval shape
well suited for fishing over
rocks and other challenging
environments.
“The Irish market has
always been tremendously
important to us and we were
keen to reinforce our strong
links with Ireland by attending

Skipper Expo Int. Galway
2019,” says Michel Dagorn of
Morgère.
“Both Exocet and the V3are
well suited for the fishing
conditions found off Ireland
and the UK,” he says.
More information at
www.morgere.com

Wide range of whitefish and prawn nets from Jackson Trawls

G
STAND

08
the Galway showto see their
range of chandlery, clothing,
boots, gloves, as well all their
online packages.
‘Trust Tyson’s’ for quality
products and service.
For all enquiries, please
contact Mr Jonathan Tyson
01472 347065 Ext 1,
Mobile 07843 557496

Exocet and V3 trawl doors from Morgère ideally suited for Irish fisheries
STAND

benefits fuel consumption.
A key feature is the lower
angle of attack compared
with a standard door while
maintaining the same spread.
The V3 trawl door is widely
used by Irish fishermen
because of its strong
reinforced construction
that has been specially

suited for Irish demersal
fisheries due to their excellent
performance in challenging
offshore conditions.
Exocet is now used with great
success by fishing vessels in
several parts of the world,
with fishermen attracted by
the robustness and stability
offered by the door, combined
with the reduced drag that

alway exhibitor
Jackson Trawls has
being supplying a
broad range of whitefish and
prawn nets to Ireland for
many years and have built
up a good reputation for gear
that works and is of good
quality.
They supply all over
Ireland from Cloggerhead in
the east, to Castletownbere,
Baltimore, Union Hall,
Killybegs, Rossaveal and
Greencastle.
Regarding whitefish gear,
Jackson Trawls are selling
single boat hopper trawls
from 60ft up to 140ft with
hopper sizes ranging from
14” – 21” used for catching
round fish such ashaddock
and whiting, and also ground
fish like monkfish, megrim
and cod.
They have also been
supplying lately, and will be
promoting at the Galway expo,
nets for catching cuttlefish and
squid, both single boat and
twin nets. Some of their Irish
customers have been down in
the Channel for the cuttlefish
and up at Rockall fishing for
squid.

In addition, the company
has also supplied a number
of seine nets, both clean
grassrope nets and hopper
nets, designed to give good
height while maintaining
good ground contact which
enables them to fish well.
For prawn gear – Jackson
Trawls will be promoting
their wider bosom double bag
trawls which are performing
very well on the Porcupine
Grounds. Their double bag
nets have proved popular
over the years for their fishing

effectiveness and durability,
and the company has slightly
changed the design to give
more fishing area.
Single bag prawn nets
continue to be popular,
ranging in length from 10fth
– 40fth, and mostly rigged on
8” & 6” discs.
For more information
conact Jackson Trawls today
at: www.jacksontrawls.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 1779 478383
Email: contacts@
jacksontrawls.co.uk
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Upgrade to popular bronze pump range

T

he widely used
“Cleghorn” bronze
centrifugal pumps have
had an internal re-design,
which will interest visitors
to Skipper Expo Int. Galway
2019.
The target feature was to
radically reduce self -priming
time, says Cleghorn. This
has been achieved and first
became available when
incorporated into the 2”
AM50 3-phase motor pumps,
in mid 2018.
With a remarkable
reduction in priming time
of approximately 50%, the
benefit will be particularly
effective in larger vessels
where significant pipe runs
occur and where there
are isolating valves and
manifolds.
The new feature is also

appearing in the
pedestal versions
of the AM50D, for
main engine driven
applications. Design
is now completed and
testing in progress
for the smaller (1
½” AM40D) models
which will be
following the AM50
series into production.
The new models
have identical external
dimensions and
are therefore fully
interchangeable with all
AM40/50 series which have
been sold into the UK and Irish
fishing industry since 1986.
Complementing the new
units will be the wellestablished “PC” models,
mostly applied to gearbox
and hydraulic system cooling

duties, plus “TS” models
designed for engine cooling
on propulsion motors of up
to 850HP.
www.ccleghornltd.com
Tel/Fax: 01223 208384
Mobile: 07770 721933
e-mail: enquiries@
ccleghornltd.com

South Shore Marine and Diesel at Galway

G

alway exhibitor
South Shore Marine
and Diesel Ltd is
one of Ireland’s leading
marine diesel engine and
transmission supplier and
repair centre.
The company is the main
authorised dealers in Ireland
for all Cummins Marine
engines and Cummins
Onan generators. On their
stand at Galway, they will
be displaying some of the
latest Cummins engines, ZF
transmissions and Garmin
products.
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Wide range of products & services from Mooney Boats

A

t Skipper Expo Int.
Galway 2019, Mooney
boats Ltd will be
exhibiting a wide range of
goods and services. From
new boats being built at their
base in Ireland to the latest in
industrial marine technology,
Mooney Boats Ltd offers the
‘Complete Marine Solution’.
As part of their exhibit,
Mooney Boats Ltd will be
showcasing three of their
most recent boat builds,
the MFV Fiona K III, MFV
Amethyst and the MFV
Ocean Challenge. For boat
repairs and maintenance, it
has also been a significant
year where Mooney Boats
has experienced growth with

STAND
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many new customers visiting
the yard for the first time.
At the expo, Mooney Boats
Ltd will also be exhibiting
state of the art Ultrasonic
Antifouling from Sonihull,
in the form of the Soni8

and Sonihull Duo, as well as
commercial fishing oilskins
and the New Deck Boss Safety
Boot from Grundens.
Mooney Boats Ltd looks
forward to welcoming you at
Stand number 14.

STAND

Union Chandlery Displays New Bow Thruster

U

nion Chandlery, the
Cork based marine
equipment and product
supplier, will be displaying
revolutionary new Vetus
BOW PRO thrusters at
Skipper Expo Int. Galway
2019.
Vetus BOW PRO thrusters
use proven induction motors
without carbon brushes. As a
result, the bow/stern thruster
motor is maintenance free and
has endurance rated run time*
(*run time is governed by
battery capacity).
Vetus has built in an
over–temp controller and
low battery protection, and
combined with the brushless
induction motor, make the
BOW PRO SERIES highly

resistant to abuse and ideal
for the most demanding
boater, charter vessel or the
most difficult manoeuvring
situations. The proportional
panels, along with a lock and
hold-to-dock function for
easy docking, utilise the same
propellers and gearboxes
proven in Vetus thrusters for
over 30 years.
Benefits include
proportional control in which
exactly the desired amount of
thrust can be applied, which
is huge improvement on the
normal crude on/off thrusters
controls.
As long as there is sufficient
12v or 24v power available
there is almost no limit to how
long this brushless motor can

31

run. This has enabled Vetus to
add a lock option to allow the
thruster to be used to hold the
boat alongside while lines are
secured.
Roger Betts of Union
Chandlery, says: “The main
advantage is the proportional
control, in that you control
how much power you need at
the touch of your fingertips
as opposed to the old way
of zero to 100% thrust in
short uncontrolled bursts.
This can give you a gentle
throttle like,(more push more
power)“controlled” thrust
and manoeuvring. And due
to the induction motor they
don’t overheat in a matter
of minutes like the old DC
motors.”
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The propulsion and driveline experts come to Galway

W

ith over 40 years

of marine driveline
experience, MIT is,
in 2019 committed to better
serving the Irish marine
market and its customers by
exhibiting at Skipper Expo
Int. Galway, 8-9 March 2019.
Identified as a central
hub to the UK and Irish
fishing industry, MIT now
has a dedicated presence in
both Northern and Southern
Ireland. Over the past
year, the business has been
intensively studying the needs
of this geographic region,
and offers not only servicing,
breakdown and spare parts but
is also able to act as the expert
consultative service to all
aspects of the supply chain.
MIT has the expertise
to work with not only end
users but also with both boat
builders, naval architects and
engine OEM’s to advise on
an extensive range of best fit
marine components; ranging
from gears and controls to
anti-vibration engine and
exhaust mounting.
Offering both new and
reconditioned marine gears,
clutches, PTO’s and hydraulic
pump drives, MIT also
understands the need to keep
vessels at sea, and the impact
downtime has on profitability.
Keeping all configurations
of driveline operational
With over 40 years
of industry experience,
MIT offers full life vessel
support, ensuring that your
business downtime is kept
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to a minimum. MIT pride
themselves on their customer
driven philosophy. The
customers’ business truly is at
the heart of everything they do.
They have a highly skilled and
dedicated technical engineering
team offering everything
from bespoke supply and
design through to installation,
servicing and repair.
An essential aspect of value
delivered by MIT is their team
of qualified service engineers,
offering extensive service,
preventative maintenance
and overhaul capabilities
on most models of marine
drivelines, along with being
the UK/Ireland distributors
for Twin Disc, and official
service partners of ZF Marine,
Reintjes and Servogear.
Based out of their Kent and
Yorkshire service centres,
their mobile engineers are
equipped with tooling and
spare parts to visit your vessel
no matter the location. All
repairs, maintenance and
overhaul work, are carried
out using genuine OEM
parts to ensure quality and
extend the life-cycle of your
application. More than just
marine transmissions, MIT
support critical components
both below and above the
waterline, with offerings from
some of the industry’s leading
brands such as Twin Disc,
Transfluid, Rubber Design and
Quincy Compressors.
Their comprehensive
product portfolio offers not
only standard marine gears

STAND
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MIT twindisc-5061a

but hybrid/electric driveline
technology, anti-vibration
mounting technology, exhaust
suspension systems, power
take-offs and air compressors.
The below deck component
offering also extends to
propeller solutions, surface
drives, trim tabs, shaftline
systems and bow and stern
thrusters.
Above deck technology
also features strongly in the
MIT portfolio, designed
to aid a users’ dynamic
positioning – retaining their
vessels station in challenging
at sea environments. Joystick
controls, hydraulic and
electric steering systems and
electronic controls allow
excellent vessel movability
while seamlessly integrating
into existing driveline
arrangements.
MIT says it is delighted to
be exhibiting at Skipper Expo
Int. Galway where on stand
80 they will be discussing
how MIT is your complete
driveline solution provider and
introducing the dedicated Irish
Sales Engineer.

Safety at Sea with Mullion Survival
Technology and URSUIT Diving and Drysuits

T

he Commercial Fishing
Industry has improved
their safety record as
more and more fishermen
accept the need for on deck use
and wear of PFDs .
Galway exhibitor Mullion
Survival Technology
continues to play a major role
in improving the style and
ergonomic design of life jackets
to provide even more wearer
comfort and performance.
The design features of the
new Mullion Compact Supreme
is the result of extensive
communication between
Mullion Manufacturing,
RNLI Commercial Fishing
Training Management and
the Commercial fishermen in
Ireland and UK.
This new design PFD is
available through A BIM PFD
Replacement Scheme under
the Enhanced Safety Scheme
Initiative launched four years
ago. All registered Irish
Skippers and Crew qualify for
the replacement with the PLB
reinstalled in the new issue life
jacket.
The support schemes in
place for training and safety
awareness ensures a continuing
uptake by fishermen in learning
how to stay safe on the job and
having their personal PFD.
Personal Locator Beacon –
PLB &ComReg
Further to the uptake and use
of personal floatation devices
the added importance of also
having a personal locator
beacon, as part of the safety

equipment, ensures that if in
a crisis situation an alert to
the Rescue Services is now
very much in the hands of the
individual fisherman.
Whether purchased through
the BIM Enhanced Safety
Scheme, or as an individual
investment in safety, it is
essential to ensure the unit
is registered online through
ComReg.
ComReg is the statutory
body responsible for the
regulation of the electronic
communications sector
(telecommunications,
radio communications and
broadcasting transmission).
By registering personal and
individual details of contact
details, the Rescue Services
can react instantly with the full
knowledge of the information
immediately available.
PFD Servicing
It is a very important
requirement under the
Enhanced Safety Scheme
Legislation that the PFD/
PLB unit be serviced by an
authorized Service Centre every
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year.
On the Mullion 150N
Compact, issued through the
BIM Enhanced Safety Scheme,
there is a service Record Card
on the reverse side of the cover
indicating the month and year
when service is due. On the
first service a pre alert text
message will be transmitted
to the personal contact of the
registered owner.
The mechanism is also
visible through the cover
showing two green indicators
as fit for purpose. If either one
is showing red it is not fit for
purpose and must be checked
before use as either the gas
canister or mechanism are loose
or already used.
At Skipper Expo Int. Galway
2019 URSUIT a companion
company of Mullion within the
Sioen Group will demonstrate
the Range of professional dry
suit styles which will be on
display.
A Lifejacket Useless Unless
Worn. For more info contact:
tony.brown@sioen.com.
Tel: +353 749531169.
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Wide range of fishing equipment from AS SCAN

G

alway exhibitor AS
SCAN is a modern and
high-tech engineering
company with 45 highly
qualified employees working
inside the fishing business
since 1967.
AS SCAN designs,
produce, install and service
all type of hydraulic and
electrical winches for the
fishing industry. The company
has extensive experience in
steel structures, engine and
hydraulic installations.

AS SCAN has own CNC
machines with CAD / CAM
systems and all products
are produced directly from
3D drawings. The company
evolved from being a local
fishing gear provider to
become also an exportoriented company with several
products for various industries
and markets worldwide.
Their newest development
is their unique Trawl
Computer which makes life
easier on board the fishing
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vessel, such as Trawlers
and Flyshooters. They have
installed more than 25
systems since beginning 2016.

Full equipment range from Cavanagh Nets

C

avanagh Nets will have
on display at Galway
a full range of their
various types of pots in frame
and completed form for the
inshore potting industry,
along with a range of netting,
Polyform Buoys – all sizes
& colours, a wide range of
Powerflex potting ropes in
unleaded and leaded.
Their staff will be on

hand to meet existing and
new customers to discuss
their needs and requirements
for the season. On display
will be a range of rigged
trammel, bait, plaice, turbot,
monk, skate and soles nets,
as well as a large selection of
monofilament gill nets. These
nets can be rigged to suit
customers’ requirements. A
re-rigging service is also

G
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netdrums, gilsons, steering
gear, bow thruster, oil tank,
hydraulic components
(pumps, manifolds, valves)
and control desks.
Sea trials were completed
in November 2018 with
service engineers from
BOPP and JC Hydraulics
onboard.
Meanwhile, one of the

38

available.
They will also have on
display a selection of knives,
gloves, clothing and general
chandlery for the commercial
marine & potting industry.
Cavanagh Nets is also an
approved Mullion PFD/
lifejacket service station.
Visit Cavanagh Nets Stand
38 and see the many special
offers they will have available.

Busy time for BOPP
alway exhibitor
BOPP is busy with a
number of projects,
including the supply of a
complete package of fishing
equipment for skippers
David Gatt and Barry Reid
for their trawler, Audacious.
The package supplied
includes the winches linked
with an auto-trawl system,

STAND
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major shipowners in
France, Armement
Porcher, opted for BOPP
for the complete fishing
package for their next two
new 25m trawlers that
will be built by Socrenam
shipyard in Boulogne sur
Mer. The most recent one
Diogene has been at sea
since last year.
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Chartistic – Art from Charts. Nautical charts that is!

C

hartistic’s mission is to
capture your favourite
piece of coastline and
transform it into a stunning
and unique work of art just
for you.
The sea and coastline
evoke special memories
and emotions especially in
those who make their living
from it or use it for pleasure.
Chartistic captures those
memories and emotions
by faithfully recreating the
nautical chart of the area and
presenting what lies above
and beneath the waves in an
innovative 3D form on wood.
Any chart from any coast,
anywhere, can be created just
for you.
As the Chartistic 3D Chart
is made just for you, it can be
customised to suit your exact
size and requirements and can
be inscribed with words or
other important features such
as your house, your boat, or

almost anything else! Each
chart is therefore unique to
you making it a very special
thing to have.
Charts are created with
laser precision to faithfully
reproduce the original
paper chart with incredible
detail. The final piece is
then assembled by hand and
professionally framed to
produce a truly unique and
stunning personalised piece
of art that you just won’t
find anywhere else. The 3D
effect in wood adds depth and
structure to emphasise the
nature of your special bit of
coast and what lies beneath.
Major depth contours are
painted so that the final chart
is presented in beautiful
colours similar to the paper
chart.
So, if you love the sea or
know someone who loves
the sea, and you want to treat
them to something special
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and unique that they will
treasure forever; this is the
perfect thing! Please visit
www.chartistic.ie for more
information.
www.chartistic.ie
Email: info@chartistic.ie
Ph: +353 85 1744425

Inshore Ireland at Galway

I

nshore Ireland is a
quarterly publication that
reports on commercial
activities and legislation in
Irish offshore and inland
waters, covering fisheries,
seafood production,
aquaculture, renewable
energy, marine R&D,
angling, maritime activities,
culture and tourism.
Publishing Spring,
Summer, Autumn and
Winter, Inshore Ireland

archive digital editions can
be viewed on www.inshoreireland.com where news on
these sectors is reported in
real-time.
Inshore Ireland offer
wprint advertising (editorial
and advertorial) packages
for company products
and services, and online
banner advertisingcurrently
visible to visitors by top
ten countries: Ireland, US,
UK, Norway, S Korea
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Spain, France,
Netherlands,
Australia, Germany.
(Feb 2019)
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Contacts: Gillian Mills:
mills@inshore-ireland.com
01-235 4804 | 087 2902045
Gery Flynn: f
lynn@inshore-ireland.
com 091 844 822 |
085 747 5797
sales@inshore-ireland.com
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GlobeWeigh Take Care of Catch
Compliance from the Net to the Plate!

STAND

55

W

eighing, labelling
and inspection
specialists,
GlobeWeigh Group will
exhibit their wares again at
this year’s Skipper Expo
Int. Galway. Operating
throughout Ireland from
offices in Cork city and
Portadown, Co. Armagh,
GlobeWeigh are experts
at identifying strategies
to maximise production
efficiency and manage
compliance, having worked
with many of Ireland’s
leading fish Co-Ops and fish
processors.
Their expertise covers a
catch’s journey from sea, to
shore, to the supermarket.
Onboard weighing, using a
range of specialist marine
scales, allows products to
be weighed and labelled
accurately in even the
roughest of seas. This
uniquely addresses the
requirements of the frozen
at sea prawn industry,
as well as the white
fish industry, providing
complete traceability and
compliance with regulations.
GlobeWeigh’s wheelhouse
systems also provide a viable
labelling and traceability
solution for frozen at sea
prawns, facilitating the
labelling of inner and outer
boxes, and in a range of
European languages, when
required.
This year Globeweigh will
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Mactex Oil Distribution announce new
authorised distributor agreement

G
demonstrate their solutions
to manage the intake of
fish from boats, into the
factory, whilst maintaining
full source and traceability
details, which is essential to
meet SFPA regulations.
Their on-shore
solutions include
full traceability systems,
which trace the catch back
to the boat, area and time of
the catch, and their factory
systems facilitate all aspects
of factory floor management
including intake, stock,
yields, labelling, and
dispatch.
GlobeWeigh’s engineers
source and install high
specification equipment due
to exclusive partnerships
with some of Europe’s
leading suppliers. Many of
the following products from
their range will be on display:
•
•

CRAFT System
(Catch, Report &
Fish Traceability)
E-locate Technology

•
•
•
•

and Traceability
Systems
On-shore Boxing
Stations
Onshore Intake,
Process, Dispatch
and Traceability
Systems
Marine Scales
Onshore Scales

The team pride themselves
in delivering exceptional
customer service. Their
maintenance engineers
are on call 24 hours a day,
365 days a year to service
machines regularly and
review stock levels of
consumables. This ensures
that production downtime is
kept to a minimum.
Visit GlobeWeigh Group
on Stand 55 and the team
will talk you through, and
demonstrate their range
of weighing, labelling and
traceability products for the
fish industry.
W: www.globeweigh.com

alway exhibitor
Mactex Oil
Distribution Ltd has
announced an agreement
to become a Fuchs
Lubricants Authorised
Distributor.
After eight years
successfully promoting
the Fuchs range,
Mactex Oil have been
appointed official Fuchs
Industrial Lubricants and
Metalworking Fluids
Distributor. Fuchs lead
the field in industrial
lubrication and are world
leaders in several markets
with their various brands.
One such brand range
is Fuchs Cassida, these
food grade lubricants are
recognised as the world
leaders when it comes
to protecting machinery
where incidental lubricant
contact with food may
occur. The full Fuchs
Cassida range is now
available from Mactex Oil.
Fuchs Lubricants PLC is
the largest independent
lubricants producer in
the world and blend over
10,000 unique product
formulations.
Liam Grealy the MD of
Mactex Oil said he was
delighted that Fuchs had
recognised the hard work
they had put in developing
the Fuchs Oil brand in
Ireland.
“We look forward to

growing our business with
the help of Fuchs and
welcome the opportunity
to promote their new range
of Ecocool Metal working
fluids,” he said.
The Ecocool Range
exceed all Global H&S
Legislation and CLP
labelling requirements,
these newly formulated
products are all FAD-Free
and lead to a safer working
environment within plants
where used.
From their state-ofthe-art warehouse in
Oranmore, Co. Galway,
Mactex Oil Distribution
Ltd can offer a next
day delivery service
nationwide. For quick
and easy access to all
their products 24hrs a
day, buyers can log on
and purchase through
their online shop www.
mactexoil.ie
Alongside the Fuchs
Oils products Mactex
Oil also owns the
Ecolubrium Oils brand.
Under the Ecolubrium
brand they supply a core
range of Automotive,
Commercial and
Agricultural lubricants.
The Ecolubrium Oils can
be sourced directly from
Mactex Oil or from one
of their many resellers.
Ecolubrium Turbo-Syn
15w/40 LD has become
the oil of choice of most
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Agri-Contractors and
farmers, this long-life,
high performance engine
oil is the class leader when
it comes to quality and
value. Their Newdraulic
HVI high viscosity index
hydraulic oils outperform
all similar oils in the
market and again offer
outstanding quality and
value.
For best quality, best
service and best price
look no further than
Mactex Oil
www.mactexoil.ie
T: 091 788826
M: 086 8513080.
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Michigan Marine Propulsion at Galway

G

alway exhibitor
Michigan Marine
Propulsion continue to
provide a wide range of high
quality propulsion products
and packages, many of which
are specifically tailored for
the fisheries industry.
To complement their
Michigan propellers, they
also build and supply
complete stern gear systems,
underwater hardware, rudder
assemblies and a variety
of replacement spares and
after-market propulsion
products. Within this range,
they stock their Aqualube
water lubricated bearings,
MMP serrated rope cutters,
and the Ercem series of shaft
face seals.
Their Repair Centre
facilitates propeller
refurbishment and tuning
services; providing very
high accuracy repair
STAND
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and modification to
customers. The workshop
is fully equipped with a
custom designed, custom
manufactured, hydraulic
pitch adjustment machine
and two separate MRI
computerised propeller
measurement machines.
All their products and
services are bolstered by
out-standing engineering,
technical, and design
capabilities.
This is something they
claim that really sets them
apart from the competition,
and is supported by their 110
years history of continuous
trading, experience and
expertise. Over the years
they have successfully
worked with many of the
world’s leading shipyards
and military agencies, and
been involved with many
high profile recreational
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applications.
Come and visit Michigan
Marine Propulsion on
stand 69 at Skipper Expo
Int. Galway, where their
Sales team and Marine
Engineers will be available
to show you their services,
product range, and discuss
your requirements.

Comprehensive range of services
from Engine Solutions Ltd

G

alway exhibitor
Engine Solutions Ltd
is the sole distributor
for YC Europe Marine,
industrial engines for Ireland
and larger engines for the
UK. The range is from
100 hp to 1700hp straight 8
cylinder engines. YC Europe
also features a 6 cylinder
1000 hp engine.
They also have YC
gensets for marine and
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industrial purposes from
3 kva up to 3000 kva.
Engine Solutions is also
solo distributor for Aderco
organic fuel treatments.
Andrew Deacy of Engine
Solutions says: “Meet us at
the Galway skipper show
where we can help with the
2020 sulphur cap regulations
and ensure clean tanks and
reduced smoke emissions.”
There will also be

Upgraded coatings removal service from Davidsons

G

alway exhibitor
Davidsons Marine
& Industrial Painters
(Davidsons) have always
been at the forefront of
introducing and maintaining
best practice in the marine
coatings sector.
Davidsons are the only
marine coating company in
Scotland to own one of the
industry’s highly efficient,
cost effective, safest coating
removal tools on the market.
Expert in their field and with
over 40 years’ experience in
the marine coatings industry,
Davidsons have brought to
the fishing fleet an upgraded
coatings removal service
with the purchase of the
Falch “Multi-Worker”.
The Falch “Multi-Worker”
is an innovative coating
removal tool which is 200%
- 400% more efficient than
more traditional methods
representatives from
Leomaritime and Simplex
Turbulo on their stand.
Leomaritime carry out steel
repairs on fishing boats with
no heat (welding) needed,
including tanks, hulls, decks
and superstructure. They
also supply environmentally
friendly lubricants.
Simplex Turbulo supply
test equipment for oils and
lubricants on fishing vessels.
They offer a mobile unit for
testing oils onboard, with
results provided the same
day.

for coating removal. The
Falch “Multi-Worker” allows
increased productivity,
significant reduction in vessel
down time with the added
benefit of greatly reducing
the health and safety risk
associated with the older
more traditional methods of
coating removal practice.
Davidsons has already
completed number of
projects local to their area in
the North East of Scotland
with outstanding results. The
enhanced coating removal
service using the Falch

“Multi-Worker” tool is STAND
a first of its kind to be
delivered to the North
East fishing ports and
will further enhance
the maintenance services on
offer from Davidsons to the
fishing sector.

17

Robust plastic fish boxes &
containers from Craemer

C

raemer UK has supplied
the fishing industry from
its production factories
in Telford England and
Herzebrock in Germany for
over 35 years.
Still a long standing family
company, Craemer has now
introduced a new, heavy
duty pallet box for use in a
variety of fishing industry
applications. The CB3 is an
extremely durable, robust
container, used for fish, ice,
nets, or waste transport, and
anything else which the high
demanding fishing business
may require this 610 Litre
big box to do. It is 1200 x
1000 mm standard pallet size,
which is great for transport,
and has extra-large entry gaps
in the pallet base, for easier

STAND

60

handling with all types of
pump trucks, fork trucks and
pallet movers.
As well as making standard
fish boxes, Craemer is
acknowledged nationally
and internationally for
making some of the most
reliable plastic pallets in the
marketplace. You would
therefore expect the CB3
pallet box base to be stronger
with higher impact resistance
than an ordinary pallet box.
And it is. Clean lined and
stackable for transport, the
CB3 also has a baby brother,
the 1200 x 800 mm Euro size
CB1 pallet box as another
option within this special
range of products available
from Craemer UK Ltd. Stand
60 Skipper Expo Int. Galway.
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Cavanagh Hooper Dolan Insurances Ltd is
65
your ‘one stop shop’

STAND
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kipper Expo Int.
Galway 2019 show
sponsor, Cavanagh
Hooper Dolan Insurances
Ltd is your‘one stop shop’
for all your insurance
needs afloat or ashore.
With over 75 years’
experience in the
insurance industry the
Cavanagh family and their
staff have established
individually tailored
insurance packages to
cater for their clients’
needs and provide a
24/7/365 claims service to
their marine customers.
As part oftheir marine
product range they can
cover everything from the
smallest inshore vessel to
the large pelagic vessels.
Policies cover a wide
range of marine risks such
as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hull and Machinery
Protection and
Indemnity (P&I)
Crew cover
Personal Accident
Cargo
War risks

Cavanagh Hooper
Dolan Insurances Ltdcan
also provide cover for
commercial insurance
requirements onshore,
these include:
•
Onshore storage
units and property
•
Employers Liability
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•
•
•
•

Public Liability
Offices
Forklifts
Motor Fleets, etc.

They also work closely
with the marine trades
and provide service to
businesses that supply to
the marine industry. This
includes, but is not limited
to, areas of work and
trades listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fisherman’s
Cooperatives
Fish processers
Engineering
Painters
Welders
Electricians
Engine Suppliers
Propeller
maintenance
Hydraulics
Boat builders& boat
repair yards
Chandlery

They provide a range
of insurance products for
other areas in the marine
environmentsuch as
pleasure craft, passenger
vessels, ferries, workboats,

chartered angling, rowing
clubs and marinas.
Cavanagh Hooper Dolan
Insurances Ltd look after
the needs of owners and
crews with a competitive
range of personal products.
They know how busy their
clients are so they can
help take the stress, time
and work out of shopping
the market for personal
products like Car, Van,
House, Health, farm and
travel insurance, etc.Their
professionally trained staff
can explain the differences
in features and benefits in
the products offered.
For product
information and
free quotations, visit
Cavanagh Hooper
Dolan’s website at www.
chd.ie, email the team
on info@chd.ie or call
them today on 074 91
77500.
Cavanagh Hooper
Dolan Insurances Limited
is regulated by the Central
Bank of Ireland.

SeapiX 3D Sonar: iXblue and SIRM announce the
future of Irish Fishing
71
STAND

Shoals are identified and displayed in
real-time in both 2D and 3D mapping

S

IRM UK Marine
Limited have
expanded their product
portfolio by entering into
a partnership with iXblue,
manufacturers of the
ground breaking SeapiX
3D Multibeam Sonar
System. This exciting
partnership allows SIRM
to distribute SeapiX in
both Northern Ireland and
the Republic of Ireland.
SeapiX offers
sustainable fishing
for both Pelagic and
Bottom Trawlers and
revolutionises fishing
techniques by giving
vessel owners total control
over the underwater
environment.
With the requirement to
target only specific species
due to quota controls,
discard rules and protected
species, SeapiX allows

the skipper to build their
own species categories.
Shoals are identified and
displayed in real-time in
both 2D and 3D mapping,
providing information
on shoal abundance
estimation and depth
and species composition
all within the area they
are towing in. Users can
estimate the percentage
of a particular species and
can, for example, identify
if it is herring or mackerel,
cod or hake, prawns, or
single fish such as tuna
then choose to display
only the targeted species
in 3D, and adjust their
trawl accordingly.
With a range from 5m
to 450m, SeapiX offers
200 times more coverage
than a traditional Sonar,
with 50 times more
resolution, thanks to its

individual 1.6deg beam
resolution and Chirp
processing. Bottom
trawlers operating at
around 150m to 330m can
utilise ‘bottom’ mode to
provide fish classification
of the trawling layer only,
allowing them to decide
when to tow, saving on
fuel costs and possible
gear damage.
SIRM UK Marine
Limited will be displaying
the SeapiX Sonar at
Skipper Expo Int. Galway
on stand 71. Yvonne James
of SIRM UK Marine
Limited is delighted to
be bringing SeapiX to
Galway for the first time.
“Having seen SeapiX in
action I am confident this
exciting and innovative
product brings fishing
technology to a new
level.”
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New smaller trawl doors offer bigger
spread and reduced fuel

T

rawl door manufacturer,
and Galway exhibitor,
Thyborøn Trawldoor is
introducing its new Type 23
Bluestream doors, with fishing
trials having shown their
effectiveness.
The doors have been
developed using the
company’s experience and
features the dimensions of
its Type14 doors and the
effectiveness of the company’s
Type 22 doors, combined
with implemented Bluestream
special technology, in which
the waterflow is forced to its
maximum through the foils
of the door, thereby creating
a more powerful spread force
and less drag resistance on the
doors.
The feedback from trials of
the new Type 23 Bluestream
doors from several vessels
yielded extremely positive
results, the company said.
“These powerful doors are
giving much greater spread
without any reduction in
catch rates, whilst retaining
normal, or even reduced, fuel
consumption,” said Tonni
Karlsen, skipper of the 54.6
meter twin rig trawler OleArvid Nergard.
The vessel fishes in the
Barents Sea, Svalbard area
and off the Norwegian
coast fishing for cod, saithe,
haddock, redfish and shrimp.
With its 17-man crew
working trips ranging
from two to five weeks,
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the 2001-built Ole-Arvid
Nergard, has a frozen hold
capacity of 420 tons, making
it important that catch
volumes remain constant so
the vessel can maximize its
catch during its fishing trips.
“It is therefore important
that when we considered
changing our trawl door
supplier that we didn’t
sacrifice any catch-per-tow
volume, even if the spread
was improved,” said Karlsen.
“But we certainly have
no concerns now with these
new Type 23 Bluestream
doors, as they have increased
the spread of our gear by
an amazing 50 meters and
without losing any catching
capacity in the process,”
he said, adding that with
the new doors, the vessel’s
fuel consumption has not
increased and is even slightly
less than with their previous
doors.
“What is fantastic about
these doors is the fact that
they ‘spray’ (spread) from the
moment you start shooting
away the gear, so when the
trawl hits bottom you can
see that you already have
the maximum spread that
you need -- and they are
so incredibly stable that
they maintain this spread
through the duration of the
tow without any problems,”
Karlesen said.
Ole Kjaergaard, who has
been with the Thyboron

STAND

05

Prolines Naval Architects –
designing innovative new vessels

STAND

44A

P

Trawldoor company for over
25 years, said the company’s
doors are an advantage for
fishermen facing higher fuel
costs.
“If we switch our own
well-known Type 14s 10m2
with a Type 23 Bluestream
9m2 there is up to 50 percent
less resistance on the doors
when pulled through the water
without any bottom friction
or contact, meanwhile they
produce the same powerful
spread on the nets,” he said.
The Type 23 doors are
constructed using the same
steel plates that are made for
shipbuilding and require less
maintenance.

rolines Naval
Architects are
Ireland’s only
independent chartered
Naval Architects, with
nearly two decades
of trading in both the
commercial and noncommercial sectors of the
marine industry.
Having upgraded their
software offering with the
purchase of Cadmatic in
2017, Prolines have been
involved in the design of
new and innovative vessels
in the Irish, European and
worldwide markets.
Cadmatic is the industry
standard design tool for
detailing all steel and
aluminium vessels. As a
result, they have increased
their productivity and have
been able to offer new
services in detailed design
and CNC kit production.
Prolines is an
independent company
and so is not tied to any
one boatyard or supplier,
allowing the client to get
the best deal possible. “It
is important that we try
and keep the projects in
Ireland,” explains naval
architect Rob McConnell,
“it will greatly improve
production time for the
client, keep costs down
and prove that Ireland is up
there with the best countries
in the industry.”
Prolines is known and

trusted within the industry,
and they feel that they can
compete on both price
and true knowledge of
the industry, which will
save their clients both
time and money. There
are very few companies
in Ireland capable of
offering the design of a
new vessel and Prolines
is the only company with
the combination of skills,
experience and a full time
naval architect.
Prolines has been
an annual exhibitor in
attendance at Skipper
Expo Int. Galway, and they
say that their presence at
the show is invaluable to
their business. The Expo
gives the company the
opportunity to network
with new and existing
customers. It gives
customers the chance to
ask questions and review

projects they have been
thinking about.
Prolines’ partnerships
with Ireland’s largest boat
building manufacturers
can ensure that projects
will be reliably overseen
from the initial design
stage, right through to
finished vessel flagging
compliance. The high
quality engineering
software allows for
a higher degree of
prefabrication and preoutfitting of blocks,
thereby reducing building
time and in turn, reducing
costs for the client.
“Vessel structures
can be modelled easily,
and the accuracy of the
drawings are second to
none” said naval architect
Brian McConnell. “We
are thrilled to be the
first in Ireland with this
software.”
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Exclusive 20% parts discount available
03
from Finning

STAND

F

inning UK & Ireland
(Finning) will be offering
an exclusive 20 per cent
discount* on genuine Cat parts
at this year’s Skipper Expo
Int. Galway show, while also
demonstrating its servicing and
parts capabilities.
Taking place 8 – 9 March
2019 at the Galway Bay Hotel,
Finning will be on stand 3,
encouraging owners and
operators to take advantage
of an exclusive 20 per cent
discount on all Cat marine
parts and components
purchased during the show
and up until 22 March. This
discount will cover all engine
components, as well as filters,
oils, coolants, batteries and
other essential maintenance
parts.
This offer will allow
owners and operators
to take advantage of the
reliability and durability of
Cat genuine parts, ensuring
their engines continue to
deliver optimum performance
whilst maintaining efficiency,
resulting in lower total cost of
ownership. Furthermore, by
using the correct component
– and not a third-party spare
part – designed and built by
the manufacturer to the correct
specification with performance
guarantees, purchasers can
help ensure their engine’s
longevity.
Paul Hoban, Regional Sales
Representative – Marine at
Finning, adds: “Engines are
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one of the most important
expenses for your vessel, and
ensuring a high-performing
solution at the best possible
price is a key concern for
owners and operators.
Informed by decades of
diesel engine innovation and
expertise, the Finning marine
team will be on hand to offer
the best solutions for your
vessel.
“We will also be offering
all attendees a 20 per cent
discount on all Cat parts
ordered during the event, with
a comprehensive 12-month
manufacturer’s warranty
that will reduce owning and
operating costs in both the
short and long term.
“As Ireland’s flagship
fisheries show, Skipper
Expo Int. Galway exhibition
represents an ideal opportunity
to meet with Finning experts in
person and discuss the range of
solutions we have available in
more detail. We look forward
to welcoming visitors to stand
3.”
Finning works with boat
builders, owners and fleet
superintendents, offering

a range of Cat and MaK
marine propulsion solutions,
auxiliary engines and
packaged generator sets for the
marineindustry.
For more information about
Finning, please visit www.
finning.com.
*All sales are subject to Finning
standard Conditions of Sale and
Supply: the 20% discount offer
is available only to customers
who attend the Skipper Expo
Int. Galway event on 8-9th
March 2019. To benefit from the
discount, customers must quote
code ‘SKIPPER20’ when placing
an order for Cat parts at the event
or at their local Finning branch by
the 22nd March 2019. Only one
discount code can be redeemed per
customer. This discount cannot be
used in conjunction with any other
offer, national agreement or preagreed discount. Standard delivery
charges may apply. This promotion
is subject to availability and
Finning reserves the right to vary
or withdraw it at any time without
notice. This offer is not available
for purchases made via www.parts.
cat.com or Parts Direct.

GCM Painting at Galway
GCM Painting Ltd is a marine
painting service company based
in Killybegs and they will be
exhibiting on the Mooney Boats
stand at Galway (stand 14).
The bulk of their work is carried
out in the Department of Marine
synchrolift which dry docks boats
up to 600 tonnes and has a shed
facility to paint boats inside. GCM
painting Ltd also provides services
to both Mooney boats and the
bigger vessels in the Killybegs
fleet. They work closely with other

companies to ensure all
projects are run smoothly,

STAND

14

thus providing a top class
service.

Many exciting new developments at O’Sullivans Marine
While continuing with
their boat building
programme, Galway
exhibitor O’Sullivans
Marine has now expanded their
product range massively. Having
taken on the distribution of Whaly
Boats on top of Linder Aluminium
Boats last year, along with
Suzuki outboards, they have now
committed to stocking, distributing
and selling several new brands
throughout Ireland.
Starting with a full range of
RIBs and Inflatables – all at
fantastic prices and top quality
– they now also distribute a full
range of kayaks and SUP boards.
As if this was not enough, they
have also added extensive ranges
of safety equipment and general
chandlery from Lalizas, Nuova
Rada, Ocean Fenders, Max
Power bow thrusters and Lofrans
windlasses, with a host of ancillary
equipment.
Now boasting a product range
of over 10,000 items, O’Sullivans
Marine are one of the best stocked
marine businesses in the country.
STAND
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Be sure to call to their stand for
an overview of what they sell and
look at the extra special show
offers available over the weekend.
For example:
•
•
•

•

•

•

OSM boats and RIBs
– on display will be an
OSM 575 2019 model.
Whaly Boats - on display
will be a Whaly 500R
fully fitted out.
Tohatsu Outboard
Motors: with a 7 year
conditional warranty for
recreational users. Ask for
Brexit prices!!
Suzuki Outboard
Motors:    with a 5 year
conditional warranty for
recreational users. Special
offers for commercial
users.
Honda Outboard Motors:  
with a 3 year conditional
warranty for recreational
users. As reliable as ever!
Lalizas – see the
comprehensive selection
of safety products from

their catalogue – large
range of products
suitable for commercial
use. Immersion suits,
lifejackets, buoyancy aids,
flares, liferings, nav lights
(LED) to name but a few.
•
Nuova Rada – see another
great selection of general
chandlery products, at
simply excellent prices!
Fuel tanks, hatches,
engine fittings, plumbing,
deck equipment, mooring
and fishing equipment.
•
Ocean Fenders – see
the massive range from
the biggest factory in
Europe. Are these the
most competitive prices
in Ireland.
As O’Sullivans Marine has a
small stand at the show, they can
only give you a tiny overview of
what they carry in stock, so if there
is anything you need for your
boating, be sure to pay them a visit
and see the best prices available,
along with legendary service. They
will make it worth your while.
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Clever Agri Components

C

lever Agri Components
is an independent
distributor with a variety
of components to supply the
agricultural & commercial
fishing sector. They are an Irish
owned family run business
that is committed to providing
a high-quality product with
an excellent service to their
customers. With over 50 years’
experience in the agricultural
sector Clever Agri recognises
the importance of a quality
product with a reputable after
sales service.
Their wide range of lighting
has established itself has a
dependable durable product,
which has gained recognition
in the commercial fishing
sector. The technology used
in their lighting range is

a Multiled Pro technology
for better heat regulation.
The quantity of aluminium
in the body of their lights
also provides favourable
heat regulation and therefore
improves the life span of their
lighting range.
•
Some of the attributes
of their lighting range:
•
excellent heat
dissipation due to a
solid heat sink
•
optimal light
distribution via
individually adjustable
modules
•
high-quality materials
for use in tough
environments
•
very high ammoniaresistant
•
IP rating from 65 to

STAND

90

69 (IP 66
protected
against water jets and
sea water and dustproof)
•
suitable for outdoor use
•
with D marking
according to DIN EN
60598-2-24, therefore
suitable for areas at
risk of fires due to
combustible dusts or
fibres (hay storage,
feed, litter, etc.)
•
direct or hanging
ceiling installation with
adjustable mounting
brackets or eyelets
The confidence they have
in their electrical products
allows them to provide a
2-year guarantee for the
majority of these products!

Proteum announces OXE Diesel 125 and 175 now
72 available at Skipper Expo Int Galway 2019

STAND

Proteum, UK & Ireland
distributor for OXE Diesel,
is announcing at Skipper
Expo Int. Galway 2019 that
the new OXE 125 and 175
additions to the OXE Diesel
product portfolio are now
available in stock for fishing
and commercial marine
customers. The extended
portfolio, launched in
November by manufacturer,
Cimco Marine, offers 125HP,
150HP, 175HP and 200HP
options to meet a range of
user specifications.
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Proteum will be exhibiting
the OXE Diesel, the world’s
first high power diesel
outboard, at the show. With

over 200 units in service with
high intensity users, OXE
has proven its reliability
and cost effectiveness in a

wide range of applications.
“Our in service data shows
OXE’s higher acquisition
cost is recoverable after only
1500 hours or 12 months
operation when compared
to an equivalent petrol
outboard”, says Neil Taylor,
Head of Sales at Proteum.

The OXE Diesel is a
cost effective alternative
to petrol in total cost of
ownership, benefitting
from lower fuel costs,
higher working efficiency,
lower maintenance and
ease of sourcing compared
to petrol. OXE 150

uses up to 40% less fuel
than a modern 150HP
4-Stroke outboard giving
it an extended range,
significantly increasing
operational time between
refuelling. Diesel’s lower
volatility also makes it a
safer option than a petrol.

Sola-Cure wheelhouse blinds from Mooney Boats

M

ooney Boats has
been the exclusive
representative for
Sola-Cure in Ireland for more
than 8 years. Having recently
delivered the 27m trawler
Fiona K III to Tom Kennedy
Fishing, Sola-Cure were
delighted to receive these
wonderful images of the antiglare blinds installed in the
wheelhouse.
The images clearly
demonstrate the difference
between windows with and
without anti-glare blinds.
During the winter months, heat
in the wheelhouse is not a big
problem but the low sun does
affect the skipper’s visibility.
This makes for a safer working
environment and protects the
eyes against long term damage
due to exposure to harmful
UV rays.
As can also be seen from the
images, Sola-Cure are familiar
with the typically peculiar
shape of wheelhouse windows.
The blind material is carefully
cut to suit the shape of the
window and are available
with wire guides. Wire guides
are a useful option which
stabilise the blinds in rough

seas and prevent unnecessary
movement and noise.
Skippers based in Ireland
that are interested in getting
a price for blinds on board
their vessel need only provide
Mooney Boats with a width
and a depth of their windows.
A quote can be provided from
this basic information. The
price is fixed regardless of
the shape and any angles that
require cutting of the film to
suit.
Staff at Mooney Boats are
currently preparing for the
Skipper Expo show in Galway
and will be available on the
stand to discuss Sola-Cure
anti-glare blinds. General
Manager of Sola-Cure, Peter
Jones offered his thoughts on
the increasing appreciation
of having blinds installed:
“Through Mooney Boats in
Ireland and our own efforts in
Aberdeen, we have received
some really impressive
feedback from Skippers
with our blinds on-board.
Thankfully, the fishing industry
is a tight knit community,
so we can provide potential
customers with the names of
our existing clients and repeat

what we hear from
STAND
them. The sun causes
a real problem, either
directly or when it
reflects off the water.
In the summer, they also
help maintain a comfortable
temperature in the wheelhouse,
reducing air conditioning
demands in the process. Sadly,
there are few products that
offer such obvious benefits that
don’t cost a lot of money. It’s a
rare thing these days.”

14
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AIB

STAND 18

Recognised as one of the primary
lenders to the fishing sector, AIB has
over 200 outlets nationwide including
all of the major fishing ports where a full
range of services are available. At AIB
we recognise that the fishing industry is
a vital contributor to the economies of
our coastal towns and rural communities.
AIB will exhibit on Stand 18, where staff
from fishing branches around the coast
will be delighted to talk to you about your
business.
For more information on all the ways that
AIB can support your business, visit our
website at www.business.aib.ie
			
ANDERSON MARINE LTD STAND 41
Anderson Marine (Scotland) Ltd is
based in Peterhead and provides Cygnus
and Kingfisher GRP displacement vessels
from 20ft to 40ft in length. The company
also has a wide range of Gemini heavy
displacement and fast catamarans
from 25ft (8m) to 50ft (15m) in length.
Customers can purchase standard kits
or commission full fit-outs depending
on requirements. All vessels are built
to certified Seafish standards. See our
representatives on Stand 41 for further
information and prices.
Contact Anderson Marine: 28-30 Seagate,
Peterhead, Scotland, UK, AB42 1JP.
Tel: 00441779477888,
Email: info@andersonmarine.co.uk,
Website: www.andersonmarine.co.uk
			
AQUABROKER STAND 57
Aquabroker is the longest established
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insurance intermediary offering insurance
to the marine sector only. Aquabroker
was established in 1986 and has grown
to meet the demands of the diverse and
busy marine sector. Aquabroker is involved
in arranging insurance on behalf of
commercial enterprises and private clients
ranging from dinghies to ships, private
marinas to harbours, ferry operators to
tugs, small boat yards to ship builders,
potters & netters to the larger trawlers.
Aquabroker is regulated by the Central
Bank of Ireland and is a member of Brokers
Ireland.
Contact Aquabroker Ltd: 7 Kilkerrin Park
4, Tuam Road, Galway, Tel: 091773601,
Email: insure@aquabroker.ie,
Website: www.aquabroker.ie
			
ARKLOW MARINE
STAND 10
Arklow Marine Services is a family
business run by the Tyrrell family. The
family has been involved in boat building
in Arklow since 1864 and continues on
that proud tradition today, with over 150
years in existence. During this period the
yard has gone through many phases from
traditional timber boat building through
to steel fabrication and today the main
building materials are in either steel or
aluminium. The yard are currently building
an 19m Steel Crabber for the UK & an
18m Fish Farm Vessel for Marine Harvest
in Donegal and continues to serve both
the Irish & UK markets delivering quality
vessels at competitive prices. If you have
any enquiries please call to us on Stand 10.
Contact Arklow Marine Services, Tel:
00353 (0)402 32126, Fax: 00353 (0)402
39839, Email: info@arklowmarine.com,
Web: www.arklowmarine.com

ART KAVANAGH MARINE FINANCE
CONSULTANT STAND 76
Art Kavanagh provides a service based
on the Financing of Boats based on his
long experience in Banking. He will deal
with Banks and Grant Agencies and
through expertise, hard work and good
associates can provide a comprehensive
package. He will be delighted to discuss
projects including purchase and sale of
Vessels and Capacity on Stand 76 during
the Expo.
Contact Art Kavanagh: Glenlee, Killybegs.
Co. Donegal, Tel/ Fax: 074 9732915,
Mobile: 087 6774455,
Email: artokavanagh@gmail.com
			
AS SCAN DENMARK
STAND 29
AS SCAN is a modern and high tech
engineering company with 45 highly
qualified employees working inside the
fishing business since 1967. AS SCAN
designs, produce, install and service all
type of hydraulic and electrical winches for
the fishing industry. AS SCAN has extensive
experience in steel structures, engine and
hydraulic installations. AS SCAN has their
own CNC machines with CAD / CAM
systems and all products are produced
directly from 3D drawings. AS SCAN
evolved from being a local fishing gear
provider to becoming an export oriented
company with several products for various
industries and markets worldwide.
Our newest development is our unique
Trawl Computer which makes life easier on
board the fishing vessel. We have installed
more than 20 systems since the beginning
of 2016.
Contact AS Scan, Tel: 004597311045,
Email: info@ as-scan.com,
Web: www.as-scan.com
			

ASAP SUPPLIES LTD

STAND 81

Working from two UK warehouses
ASAP are suppliers of one of the most
comprehensive range of over 14,000
marine equipment and boat parts and
specialise specifically in products for
maintenance, repair and overhaul. With
over 30 years of experience dealing with
marine products and spares for Leisure
and Commercial boats of all sizes, you can
count on us to provide you with excellent
technical knowledge and quality service
when you need it most.
New brands include Victron, Hella
lighting, Index Marine and ASAP
searchlights. Come speak to us to
discuss tailor made packages to suit your
requirements.
Contact: Reed House, Ellough Industrial
Estate, Beccles, Suffolk, NR34 7TD.
T: 01502 716993, F: 01502 716993,
E: info@asap-supplies.com,
W: www.asap-supplies.com
			
ASTANDER SHIPYARD
STAND 68B
Two fully equipped sister shipyards in
Spain. ASTANDER, in the Port of Santander
(Bay of Biscay) and ASTICAN, in Gran
Canaria, off West Africa.
Both medium-size yards specialise in
ship repairs and all kinds of conversion
and upgrading projects for more than 140
years. A very close relationship, based on
commitment, flexibility and transparency
is established with each and every new
customer from the very first contact, making
things really easy-going in both yards.
Absolutely competitive prices and
unbeatable delivery times, together with
convenient locations and better weather
conditions than those in further Northern
countries present ASTANDER & ASTICAN
as the perfect alternatives to the traditional
pilgrimage destinations of the international
fishing fleet when time comes for
maintenance or special projects.
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Haven’t worked with us yet? Wondering if
it really pays off doing it?
Follow our Irish and Faroese customers or
visit us at STAND 68b for a chat and more
references.
Contact: Astilleros de Santander S.A.U.
Fernández Hontoria, 24 39610 El Astillero,
Cantabria (Spain) Tel: +39 942 209 100,
Email: comercial@astander.es,
Web: www.astander.es
			
ATLANTIC MARINE SUPPLIES LTD
STAND 45
Atlantic Marine is Ireland’s leading liferaft service station and its core business is
the hire, supply, service and recertification
of a diverse range of lifesaving equipment.
They are a government approved, liferaft
service station for the impressive Survitec
Group brand portfolio, which includes: RFD,
Dunlop Beaufort, DSB and Lifeguard, as
well as Survitec Zodiac life-rafts and rescue
boats. On their premises in Killybegs,
Atlantic Marine has a large 8000sq. ft.
purpose built service station where they
service life-rafts from 4 persons to 100
persons catering for passenger ferries,
tourism vessels, fishing vessels, offshore
vessels and leisure vessels. We also supply
and service a large range of inflatable
lifejackets and immersion suits which are
required by the marine industry.
Contact Atlantic Marine supplies Ltd:
Croaghlin, Killybegs, Co. Donegal.
Tel: 074 9731440, Fax: 074 9731699,
Email: info@atlanticmarine.ie,
Web: www.atlanticmarine.ie
			
BARRUS
STAND 52
Barrus has a specialist design and
engineering capability and is recognised
worldwide as a leading custom-engine
builder. The commercial user can rely on
the well-respected brands that Barrus
represents including John Deere and
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Yanmar plus Barrus’s own brand of Shire
Workboat engines. Our application
engineering teams are supported by
extensive in-house R&D, production and
test facilities. Please visit the Barrus team
on stand 52 to find out more and to
discuss forth coming projects.
Contact Barrus Ltd: Glen Way, Launton
Rd, Bicester OX26 4UR, UK. Tel: 01869
363636, Email: customerservice@barrus.
co.uk, Web: www.barrus.co.uk
			
BARRY ELECTRONICS STAND 16
2018 was a very busy year for Barry
Electronics with 2 new builds in Karstensens
Shipyard with the Girl Stephanie and Western
Chieftain. Along with that we had a number
of vessels getting substantial refits done in
Killybegs.
Barry Electronics Ltd have established
themselves as the biggest supplier of VSAT
in Ireland. The reason for this is we have well
trained qualified staff to support and maintain
the systems we have in our fleet. We have
systems tailored to suit the needs of smaller
vessel and will provide reliable and cost
effective Internet connectivity at sea. The
vessels crew have access to on-board Wi-Fi,
Electronic Log Book reports and cheaper
telephone calls. The need for data is increasing
every year and our systems are meeting these
requirements. The new Fleet One Satellite
system is also on many vessels and is the
most cost-effective Log Book Communication
system on the market today. This replacement
system works out much cheaper compared to
the Satlink Fleet Broadband currently used by
Irish fishermen. Also on the stand will be the full
range of Furuno equipment and introducing
the new range of Furuno Chart Plotters. We
will also have equipment from Furuno, Simrad,
Max Sea, Olex, Cobham Sailor and Marport
Trawl technology.
Contact Barry Electronics, T: 0749731215,
Email: cjoyce@barryelectronics.ie,
Web: www.barryelectronics.ie

BELCO MARINE ELECTRONICS STAND 36
Belco Marine Electronics Ltd supplies
and services a full range of marine
electronic equipment to the fishing
industry on the south and west coast
principally based on the JRC range of
marine equipment. Sodena and Maxsea
timezero are also important equipment
supplied. Belco Marine provides installation
and service of GMDSS equipment and
service contracts, multizone bilge alarms,
fire alarms, gas alarms.
Contact: Belco Marine Electronics
Ltd, Unit 1, West Cork Storage,
Baltimore Road, Skibbereen, Co. Cork. Tel:
00353 (0)28 36209, Mob: 00353 (0) 86
2607994, Email: jomahony@iol.ie, Web:
www.belcomarine.com
			
BERE ISLAND BOATYARD STAND 12
Bere Island Boat Yard was established
in 2005. It has recently been fully covered,
and so is fully operational in all weather
conditions. We can take vessels up to 44
metres in length, 15 metres wide & 6 metres
draught. We offer the following services:
Power Washing & cleaning
Steel fabricating & welding
Sand blasting & metalizing
High-pressure water blasting
Painting
Paint (International & Chugoku) &
anodes are available from stock
Plastic welding
Degafloor marine agents
Contact Bere Island Boatyard: Ballinakilla,
BereIsland, Co. Cork. Tel: 027 75975,
Mobile: 086 2766564,
Evenings: 027 75062,
Email: bereislandboatyard@gmail.com,
Web: www.bereislandboatyardltd.com
			

BIM (SHOW SPONSORS)
STAND’S 37/96/96B/BM1
BIM returns as headline sponsor for
Skipper Expo Int. Galway 2019
BIM’s activations this year include a
display model of its selective gear.
Underwater footage of BIM gear trials
will also play on screens throughout the
show. Fishermen attending Skipper Expo
Int. Galway will be encouraged to sign up
to Clean Oceans Initiative. BIM aims to have
every fishing vessel in Ireland participating
by the end of 2019.
BIM staff will be on hand throughout the
two-day event to provide support and
information on fleet and training grant aid.
The BIM coastal training unit will be on site
all weekend. BIM’s Business of Seafood
report will also be available at this year’s
event.
Contact BIM Tel: 00353 1 2144100, Web:
www.bim.ie, Tw: #BordIascMhara
			
BISON ENGINEERING LTD STAND 74
Bison Engineering Ltd are the designers
and manufacturers of Bison Trawl Doors,
individually designed to suit your condition
of fishing. From small to large, shallow
water to deep, long sweeps or straight
to wing end, bottom or semipelagic,
your requirements can be fulfilled. Easy
to operate, excellent in poor weather,
technical back-up service.
Contact Bison Engineering: 10 Dove Way,
Kirby Mills Ind Est, Kirkbymoorside, York,
England YO62 6QR. Tel: 01751433039,
Email: bison_engineering@hotmail.com
			
BOPP STAND 22
For more than 70 years, BOPP has
presented itself as a French important
factor in designing, manufacturing and
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selling hydraulic and electric equipment
and complete engineering for marine.
BOPP is also present abroad providing
equipments for skippers around the
seven seas. With 60 employees, the firm
(based in the west of Bretagne in France)
produces all kind of deck machinery
for different sorts of vessels (winches,
windlass, capstans and steering gears,
hydraulic systems). Bopp also provides
deck equipments for trawlers, tuna boats,
tuggers, military boats and is present in the
markets of offshore and research vessels.
Contact BOPP: La Maison Blanche, 29 160
LANVEOC, France, Tel: 0033298275268,
Email: bopp@bopp.fr, Web: www.bopp.fr
			
C A CLASE UK LTD
STAND 33

Skipper Expo Int. Galway.
CHD provides a comprehensive and
competitive range of professional products
and services to both individuals and
companies. Services include a wide range
of marine and general insurance products
for all classes of vessels and onshore
business in all sectors of the industry. CHD
also provide a broad range of home, motor
and health insurance products and have
clients based in both ROI and UK.
For product information and free
quotations visit www.chd.ie, Email: info@
chd.ie, Tel: 074 91 77500, Mob: 086
2504826
			
CAVANAGH NETS
STAND 38

CA Clase (UK) Ltd, the UK’s leading
distributor of marine electronics for
the commercial marine market will be
showcasing KVH’s new V3 HTS Satellite
communications system, a 37cm antenna
that has speeds as fast as 5Mbps down
& 2Mbps up, along with the V7HTS
with regional Agile Plans. Also, there
will be the Lars Thrane LT-3100 satellite
communications system, an ideal
product for clear voice and low data use
applications such as E-Catch. We will also
have products from Saab Class A AIS and
Navigation products. We will also have
the Digital Yacht 4G Connect Pro their
on-board 2G/3G/4G (LTE) internet access
solution.

Cavanagh Nets will have on display, at
Stand 38, a full range of our various types
of pots in frames and completed for the
potting industry. Along with a range of
netting, Polyform buoys – all sizes, wide
range of Powerflex, Polysteel potting ropes
unleaded and leaded. Our staff will be on
hand to meet our existing, and hopefully
new, customers to discuss their needs
and requirements for the season. We
will display a range of rigged trammel,
bait, plaice, turbot, monk, skate and soles
nets and these nets can be rigged to suit
our customers’ requirements. We will
also display a selection of knives, gloves,
clothing and general chandlery for the
commercial / potting industry etc. We will
be promoting a list of special offers at the
show.

Contact C A Clase UK: 2 Mornington
Place, Waterberry Drive, Waterlooville,
Hants UK. PO7 7XX. Tel: +44 (0)2392
247920, Email: sales@caclase.co.uk, Web:
www.caclase.co.uk
			
CAVANAGH HOOPER DOLAN
(SHOW SPONSORS) STAND 65

Contact Cavanagh Nets Ltd: Drumaweir
House, Greencastle, Co. Donegal. Tel: +353
(0)74 9381178, Fax: +353 (0)7493 81014,
Email: sales@cavanaghnetsltd.com
			
CH MARINE
STAND 04

Cavanagh Hooper Dolan Insurances
(CHD) is proud sponsor of the 15th annual
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CH Marine is recognised as one of
Ireland’s leading marine equipment and
sea safety suppliers. On display this year

will be ranges from Racor Filters, Pains
Wessex Pyrotechnics, Guy Cotton Oilskins,
Victron Energy, Crewsaver, Mullion,
Sowester and Baltic Lifejackets and Viking
Life Saving Equipment. Manning the Stand
this year will be Mr Leo Humston & Mr Tim
Baudains, both Senior Sales Executives
and accompanying them will be Mr John
Kelleher, CH Marine’s Safety Products
Manager, giving live demonstrations on our
Safety Equipment Management Program
- SAMS. SAMS has now firmly established
itself as the leading program to manage all
safety equipment on board.
Contact CH Marine, Tel: 028 23190,
Email: sales@chmarine.com, Web: www.
chmarine.com
			
CHARLES CLEGHORN LTD STAND 23
FASTER PRIMING
A design modification to the “AM” series
‘Cleghorn’ bronze pumps brings radically
faster self-priming to this long established
range for bilge, deckwash, ballast transfer
and fire duties. Also in bronze, the PC and
TS series are designed for engine, gearbox,
hydraulic and refrigeration systems cooling.
Jabsco black waste and oil extraction
pumps are shown complemented by
inverter-supplied 230v day-tank fuel
pumps and, new for Galway, a normally
closed bilge level switch which allows a
continuous ‘safe’ signal to be visible until
any problem arises. Again, ‘ENAG’ BVApproved ventilation fans are on display.
Contact Charles Cleghorn Limited: Church
Farmhouse, High St, Croydon, Royston,
Herts SG8 0DN, Tel/Fax: +44 (0)1223
208384, Email: enquiries@ccleghornltd.
com, Web: www.ccleghornltd.com
			
CHARTISTIC
STAND 89
Chartistic – Art from Charts. Nautical
charts that is!

Chartistic’s mission is to capture your
favourite piece of coastline and transform
it into a stunning and unique work of
art just for you. The sea and coastline
evokes special memories and emotions
especially in those who make their living
from it or use it for pleasure. Chartistic
captures those memories and emotions
by faithfully recreating the nautical chart
of the area and presenting what lies above
and beneath the waves in an innovative
3D form on wood. Any section of coast,
anywhere, can be created just for you.
Contact Chartistic, Tel: 085 1744425,
Email: info@chartistic.ie, Web: www.
chartistic.ie
			
CHRISTY HANNON ENGINEERING
STAND’S 01/27
CHPM has been a leading Marine
Engineering and supply firm for over 20
years, trusted by our global customer
base to provide a range of products
and services. Our 17,500 sq ft workshop
and stores, situated on our 6 acre site in
Waterford has the capability to meet all
your needs from repair and overhaul to
engine and generator supply. We are main
dealers for marine propulsion, auxiliary
engines and generator sets for Doosan,
Baudouin and agents for Sole & Perkins.
Our distribution agreements with Total,
D-I, Masson Marine, JMP, Greenline Fishing,
Azcue & Hydro Armor ensure we can
provide a full range of marine solutions.
We are looking forward to welcoming new
customers and old friends to our stands
No1 and 27.
Contact: Unit 18, Cessna Avenue , Airport
Business Park , Killowen , Co Waterford,
X91 K004. Tel: 051 306017, Email: info@
chpm.ie, Web: www.chpm.ie
			
CLEGGAN MARINE
STAND 54
PROP PROTECTOR Cleggan Marine
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Ltd is the Irish distributor for the Prop
Protector rope/weed cutter. The Prop
Protector is a simple shaft driven rope
cutter, rotating with the shaft and instantly
cutting any rope, weed or debris picked up
or snagged by the propeller.
• Suitable for commercial and leisure
vessels
• The original British designed rope cutter
• 5 year guarantee against faulty materials
& workmanship
• Clamp-On to fit shaft sizes - 20mm (3/4”)
- 130mm (5”)
• Slide-On to fit shaft sizes - 20mm (3/4”)
- 50mm (2”)
• Clamp-On version available for
underwater fitting
• No moving parts to service or fail
• Cutting action avoids vibrations/shocks
often associated with “chopping” style
cutters
• More than 20,000 fitted worldwide

Contact: Clements Engineering Ltd:
The Industrial Park, Little Staughton,
Bedfordshire, MK44 2BN, UK.
Telephone: 01234378814, Email: sales@
clementsmarine.co.uk, Website: www.
clementsmarine.co.uk
			
CLEVER LIGHTING AND ELECTRICAL
STAND 90

Contact Cleggan Marine Ltd: Cleggan,
Co. Galway, Tel: 095 44037, Mob: 087
7759405, E-mail: sales@clegganmarine.
com, Web: www.clegganmarine.com
			
CLEMENTS ENGINEERING STAND 21

Their wide range of lighting has
established itself has a dependable durable
product, which has
gained recognition in the commercial
fishing sector. The technology used in
their lighting range is a Multiled Pro
technology for better heat regulation.

Clements Engineering: for all your
propellers, sterngear and marine propulsion
equipment; new or repairs and re-pitches.
With a wealth of knowledge, the team
can provide advice and technical support
for all your propulsion requirements.
Clements Engineering have full in-house
production facilities for all sterngear which
are built to the highest standards and
classifications required. Having provided
stern gear packages to the fishing industry
for over 30 years, Clements Engineering
supply to the Royal National Lifeboat
Institution (RNLI) which is a testament to
the quality of build.
We look forward to welcoming visitors
to Skipper Expo Int. Galway 2019.
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Clever Agri Components is an
independent distributor with a variety of
components to supply the agricultural
& commercial fishing sector. They are an
Irish owned family run business that is
committed to providing a high-quality
product with an excellent service to their
customers. With over 50 years’ experience
in the agricultural sector Clever Agri
recognises the importance of a quality
product with a reputable after sales
service.

Contact Clever Agri Components Limited,
Carrigslaney, Ballon, Co. Carlow. Tel: Tom
085 132 5313 | Killian 087 758 0121, Email:
info@cleveragri.ie
			
COMMISSIONER OF IRISH LIGHTS
STAND 84
Irish Lights is a maritime organisation
delivering an essential safety service
around the coast of Ireland, protecting the
marine environment, and supporting the
marine industry and coastal communities.
In recent years we’ve transformed how
we deliver our services, putting the
emphasis on efficiency, cost-effectiveness
and sustainability, while exploiting new
technology and new opportunities

wherever possible
Contact Tel: 01 2715400, Email: dave.
ward@irishlights.ie, Web: www.irishlights.ie
			
COSTELLO BOATS
STAND BM 11
Costello Boats are a small family run
boat building firm based in Castle Island,
Co. Kerry that takes pride in its excellent
workmanship and personally delivers all
the boats they build. Costello Boats have
a new purpose built insulated premises
for building their vessels which include 10
ft, 17ft punts 19ft displacement type boats
and 20ft fast worker type boats and the
ORCA 20, the new improved version of the
LEE FISHER 19, it has an impressive overall
length of 20ft, a beam of 7ft and 6ft on the
stern.
Contact Costello Boats
Tel: 066 7142158, Mob: 086 0717489.
			
CRAEMER UK
STAND 60
Craemer UK will feature high quality
durable, industry standard fish boxes at
the show. 50kg, 40kg, 20kg standard nest
stacks as well as baskets and fillet trays.
Craemer is also proud to launch a brand
new pallet box for bulk handling and ice for
heavy duty work at sea and on shore. Visit
us on stand 60 were they will be featuring
all the industry standard fish boxes
Contact Craemer UK, Address: Craemer
House, Hortonwood 1, Telford, Shropshire
TF1 7GN. Tel Chris: 07977 144927, Web:
www.craemer.com/uk/
			
CROWN MARINE SEATS LTD STAND 87
Suppliers of high quality skipper seats,
built for long hours at sea where comfort
is very important. Recaro and Alu build
seats to last the lifetime of the vessel with
many optional features to suit a fisherman’s
requirements. Recaro has a range of

seat styles to suit every budget. Visit our
stand to try our most popular model the
Recaro Northsea. We also have the entry
level Recaro Solent. Alu Design offer a
stylish and robust skipper seat package
with a high specification as standard. This
includes a leather seat with embroidery in
the head.
Contact Crown Marine Seats: Malta Mill,
Mills Hill Road, Middleton, Manchester,
M24 2FD. Tel: 00441616434090,
Email: sales@crownseats.co.uk,
Web: www.crownseats.co.uk
			
CUMMINS
STAND 30B
Cummins Ireland understands that
every job is critical to keep your business
on track. That’s why we offer a complete
line of propulsion, generating set and
auxiliary power solutions from 4-3150 kW,
designed specifically for the challenges of
commercial marine applications. Factory
trained Marine Application Engineers will
help you get the right spec for your vessel
and Qualified Marine Technicians keep
you up and running once in service. Our
products are supported at every major port
by an international distributor network.
Proven technology, reliability and durability.
Every time.
Contact: Cummins Ltd, Unit E3, North City
Business Park, Finglas, Dublin 11, Ireland.
Tel: +353 1 8914600 or +353 86 6026921,
Email: ireland.sales@cummins.com,
patrick.deegan@cummins.com,
Web: www.cumminseurope.com
			
DAVIDSONS PAINTERS
STAND 17
Davidsons Marine & Industrial Painters
is a family run business established since
1976. We specialise in surface preparation
and coating applications to the fishing
and marine industry. We offer a first-class
service and can accommodate any paint
specification required. Services Provided:
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Dry Blast cleaning using various
abrasives.
Hot metal Zinc spray.
Remote control UHP water blasting.
Resin deck coatings for working decks
and internal alleyways, toilets, shower
rooms.
Specialist tank coatings.
Fire retardant intumescent coating.
Specialist polyurea coatings.
Fish room insulation/refurbishment.
Facilities/locations available in
Peterhead, Fraserburgh & Macduff. Paint
Stockists of PPG (Sigma), Hempel, Jotun,
International, Resin deck coatings
Contact Bruce Davidson: Seagate,
Peterhead, Aberdeenshire, AB42 1JP.
Tel: 01779 474455, Mob: 07831 512384,
Email: davidsonspaintersltd@outlook.com,
Web: www.davidsons-ship-painters.co.uk
			
DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE FOOD AND
THE MARINE
STAND 39
European Maritime and Fisheries Fund
(EMFF). The EMFF is the fund for the EU’s
maritime and fisheries policies for 20142020. (Information on funding after 2020
is available here: EU budget: Commission
proposes a new fund to invest in the
maritime economy and support fishing
communities)
It is one of the five European Structural
and Investment (ESI) Funds which
complement each other and seek to
promote a growth and job based recovery
in Europe. The fund helps fishermen in the
transition to sustainable fishing supports
coastal communities in diversifying their
economies finances projects that create
new jobs and improve quality of life along
European coasts supports sustainable
aquaculture developments makes it easier
for applicants to access financing.
Web: www.agriculture.gov.ie/seafood
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DMG WELDING

STAND 42

DMG Welding has been a regular visitor to
the Skipper Expo Int. Galway where their
mackerel strippers have proved popular.
The company came up with the design
seven years ago and trials have shown the
strippers to work very well. Many fishermen
have turned to line fishing over the last few
years and the company’s strippers have
been sent to customers in the UK, Scotland
and Faroe Islands.
DMG Welding is busy working on a lot of
smaller inshore boats up to 15m, supplying
potting rollers, full mackerel setups,
including various jigging machines , and
custom anchors and grapples.
Contact DMG Welding: Attycunnane,
Belmullet, Co. Mayo, Ireland.
Tel: 085 1327657,
Email: Davidgonigle@gmail.com
			
DRAWM
STAND 15
Discover our food grade insulated
containers which keep top quality seafood
fresh giving you maximum market value.
Also ideal for keeping ice and bait. The
DRAWM fishtub range includes the
following sizes: 70Ltr, 100Ltr; 220Ltr;
310Ltr; 600Ltr, 660Ltr & the 1000Ltr.
All sizes are in stock now in the UK and
Ireland. Prawn tubes (S,ML,XL) and crates
are available as well as the designer range
of Polarcaddy coolboxes; 15, 25 &, 50Ltr.
Fantastic quality, sensible prices.
Contact: DRAWM, Unit 4B Bluestone
Business Park, Craigavon, Co. Armagh
BT65 5HU. Tel: +44(0)2838 570001,
Mob: +44 (0) 7789 884465,
Email: sales@drawm.com,
Web: www.drawm.com,
Twitter: @drawmfishtubs
			

ENGINE SOLUTIONS LTD STAND 79
Engine Solutions Ltd, are sole
distributers for YC-Europe marine industrial
engines and marine gensets, 100HP to
1100HP, in Ireland. Also Solo distributor for
Aderlo Fuel Treatments, 100% organic.
Leo Maritime will also be accompanying
Engine Solutions Ltd on the stand along
with Simplex–Turbulo Ltd, who will be
bringing their new mobile oil testing
machine.
www.engine-solutions.ie
www.simplexturbulo.com
www.aderco.com
Contact Engine-Solutions Ltd: Lisloughry,
Cong, Co Mayo. Tel Andrew Deacy: 00353
(0)87 9280232, Email: andrew@enginesolutions.ie, Web: www.engine-solutions.ie
ECHOMASTER MARINE LTD STAND 61
The Echomaster Marine Team,
accompanied by Jan Jensen from Simrad
Fisheries, Ketil Dahl from Olex, Jon Krohn
for Simrad Commercial & Ryo Sakai from
Hondex will once again be exhibiting their
full range of Marine Electronic equipment
from all the leading manufacturers. Visit
us on stand 61 for comprehensive product
demonstrations of Simrad, Olex, Hondex
and Xinuo electronics.
Following its successful launch at
Skipper Expo Int. Galway last year, XINUO’s
popularity continues to grow within the UK
& Irish fishing markets. XINUO offers a wide
selection of high quality, low cost marine
electronic systems including Chartplotters
(with or without AIS), GPS Navigators and
Marine Grade Monitors. The full XINUO
range will be available to view at this year’s
expo.
We are extremely pleased to offer a
lower cost hardware version of full OLEX,
built on the well proven Boxer DC powered

PC. Olex is ideal for owners who want to
map the sea-bed, navigate and store their
own fishing information. Compliment your
new or existing Olex system with one of
our well-proven and dependable Hondex
Echosounders.
Fantastic show offers will include Simrad
Autopilot’s free charts & added value
discounts with selected Simrad & Lowrance
MFD’s and free antennas with every XINUO
AIS Chartplotter.
The Echomaster Team look forward to
welcoming you all on stand 61.
Contact: Echomaster Marine,
25 Shore Street, Macduff, AB44 1TX.
Tel: 01261 831644,
Email: sales@echomastermarine.co.uk
			
EK MARINE
STAND 75/BM 05
Since Skipper Expo Int. Galway 2018,
EK Marine has again secured contracts for
its fishing deck equipment and hydraulic
control systems that will see them through
to 2019. EK Marine is currently working
on vessels covering 3 different Catching
Sectors, including, trawling, dredging and
potting with 3 of the Industries Major
Boat Yards. At Mooney Boats a 19m prawn
trawler is being equipped by the company
for Ralston Jonsson that will feature EK
Marines load sensing hydraulic system
that improves the vessels efficiency,
capacity and working environment. Sandy
Wests new 24m trawler being built by
Parkol Marine Ltd is the first vessel for
the Scottish fleet to be equipped with
the companies split trawl winches and
load sensing hydraulic system, it will be
interesting to see how it’s performance
compares to the more traditionally rigged
boats Uberous and Daystar. A 19m crabber
is currently being outfitted at Arklow
Marine it is being equipped with a EKM
deck equipment package and hydraulic
system which includes a 2 ton slave hauler,
rope/ net transporter and landing winch.
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EK Marine look forward to 2019 and
starting off the year with the first of
many meetings with customers old and
new at Skipper Expo Int. Galway 2019. If
you would like to know more about the
companies range of deck equipment and
services please visit their stand at the Expo
or visit their website www.ekmarine.ie
Contact: EK Marine Ltd. Roshine,
Killybegs, Co. Donegal. Tel: 00353 74 974
1683, Email: sales@ekmarine.ie
Web: www.ekmarine.ie
			
ERRIGAL BAY
STAND 100
Errigal Bay Ltd, 56 years in business, is
Ireland’s largest processor of wild Atlantic
Shellfish. With facilities in the Northwest
and South East of Ireland, Errigal Bay
exports premium quality seafood products
including Brown Crab, Whelk, King and
Queen Scallop and Langoustine to markets
in the USA, Asia and across Europe.
We have long established relationships
with our fishermen – some now in their
3rd generation. We pride ourselves on the
pier collection services we provide and fast
payment. As a result of market demand
we are always interested in meeting new
fishermen who would like to become part
of our team.
Contact Errigal Bay, Meenaneary,
Carrick, Co. Donegal, Ireland. Tel: -+353
(0)1 9088100, Fax: +353 74 9739114,
Email: info@errigalbay.com, Web: www.
errigalbay.com
			
FAIRWATER FISHING STAND 77
Fairwater Fishing is a small family run
business based in the fishing port of Looe
in Cornwall, the company is run by Ed
and his father Alan Russell. Specialising
in supplying top quality hook & line
fishing gear to commercial fishermen.
Established in 2004, we have grown in
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size and strength each year because of
constant innovation and word of mouth
recommendation. Come and see us for
more information about our products and
for great deals on Yo-Zuri diveboards,
Gummi Lures & kits, Mackerel Traces, Asso
lines, Longlines and a few clearance items.
Contact Fairwater Fishing, Address: Unit 2,
Buller Quay East Looe. Tel: 07877727795,
Email: info@fairwaterfishing.co.uk, Web:
www.fairwaterfishing.co.uk
			
FINER FILTERS STAND 56
KEEP YOUR HEAD!!
Embrun Trawler Helmet with Solas
reflective material, offering blow
absorption, buoyancy, comfort and CE
certification. Also; full onboard fire fighting
apparel - Turnout Gear, Helmets, Flash
Hoods, Gloves, Boots, ATEX Torches
Contact Finer: Unit 14, Gateway Business
Centre, Midleton, Co. Cork. Tel: 021
4638727, Fax: 021 4638928, Mob: 087
2535378, Email: liam@finerfilters.com,
Web: www.finerfilters.com
			
FINNING UK AND IRELAND STAND 03
Finning are the sole dealer for Caterpillar®
engines across Ireland and offer the
complete range of high performance Cat®
marine and MaK medium speed engines.
Finning provide the propulsion system,
auxiliary power, and service support for every
size vessel, ranging from 40 to 28,500bhp.
Whether for a new build or re-power, Finning
has the engine, expertise and experience to
meet your power requirement. Combined
with professional service and support
delivered through tailored service contracts,
genuine parts supply and preventative
maintenance solutions.
Contact your local Finning branch to
find out more. Dublin: +353 1 257 4000,
Lisburn: +44 2892 661221.

FISHING NEWS STAND 68
Fishing News is the leading publication
for the commercial fishing industry,
enjoying a strong and loyal readership
across Britain, Ireland and Western Europe.
The weekly Fishing News newspaper has
been the voice of the industry since 1913,
serving a readership of fishermen, boat
builders, suppliers, government ministers,
MPs, MSPs and MEPs. In addition to
covering breaking news stories, Fishing
News includes detailed weekly features,
with key content also posted on the
Fishing News website and social media. We
look forward to seeing you at this year’s
show. Drop by our stand for a chat.
www.fishingnews.co.uk
			
G.SMYTH BOATS

STAND BM 09

G Smyth Boats will be showcasing a
GM7M at Skipper Expo Int. Galway. Our
popular designs will show the excellent
workmanship of the G Smyth Boat team.
G Smyth Boats continues to grow and
expand its services from the manufacturing
of the New Maxus 12m Catamaran, GM7M,
Maxus 8.3m and Maxus 9.8m to the fit out
and boat repair sector. We look forward to
meeting with the visiting fishermen at the
Galway Show.
Contact G. Smyth Boats: 57-59 The
Harbour, Tel: 02841761010, Email: ceara@
gsmythboats.com
			
GLEN CAMPBELL PAINTING STAND 14
GCM Painting Ltd is a marine painting
service company based in Killybegs and
they will be exhibiting on the Mooney
Boats stand.
The bulk of their work is carried out in
the Department of Marine synchrolift which
dry docks boats up to 600 tonnes and has
a shed facility to paint boats inside. GCM

painting Ltd also provides services to both
Mooney boats and the bigger vessels in
the Killybegs fleet. They work closely with
other companies to ensure all projects are
run smoothly, thus providing a top class
service.
Contact Glen Campbell Painting,
Killybegs, Co Donegal. Email:
glencampbell82@hotmail.com
			
GLOBEWEIGH STAND 55
Globeweigh’s core values are Quality
Equipment, with Exceptional Service, at
a Fair Price. Globeweigh have established
themselves as the leading provider of
Weighing, Labelling & Software Solutions
for the Fishing Industry.
Showcasing “on board” weighing
systems, the CRAFT (Catch Report and
Fish Traceability) System, and full factory
systems. Their trade approved “on-board”
weighing scales are designed for the
rigours of the sea with a tough stainless
steel construction and a second load cell
to allow compensation for the movement
of the ocean. The CRAFT system is
designed for labelling and traceability and
complies fully with EC legislation. This
allows Fishermen to label their catch at
sea, ready for sale on return to shore. The
labels it produces include full inventory of
species type, catch area and GS1 barcode
on the labels. These are compatible with
all compliant systems. And lastly state
of the art intake systems that provide a
full solution from intake to processing to
despatch.
Contact Anthony Wells, Tel: +44(0)79120
54967, Email: anthony.wells@globeweigh.
com, Web: www.globeweigh.com
(Armagh Office, 118 Portadown Road,
Mullavilly, Co Armagh, 0044 28 3884 0714)
(Cork Office, Unit 3 Airport East Business
Park, Farmers Cross, 00353 21 431 8388)
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GUY COTTEN UK LTD

STAND 19

Guy Cotten are showing their extensive
range of protective clothing, footwear and
gloves designed for the fishing industry. A
number of new products will be showcased
for the first time: the Isomax jacket (a
longer version of the well-known Isopro), a
redesigned Bib and Brace with Apron, and
the exciting new colour of XTrapper Bib
and Brace.
Contact Guy Cotten, Unit 1 Heathlands
Road Ind. Est., Station Road, Liskeard,
PL14 4DH, UK. Fax: 0044 (0)1579347115,
Email: guycotten@btconnect.com,
Web: www.guycotten.com
			
HARDWARE & MARINE SUPPLIES
STAND 53
Hardware and Marine Supplies are one
of the leading suppliers of Commercial
Fishing equipment in the country. Please
feel free to come along to our Stand where
you will be welcomed by Eugene, Nigel, &
Sylvia. We have a full range of products/
services to suit the Commercial Fishing
Sector and we will have some Special
Offers for the 2019 show. Google us on
the following link www.facebook.com/
kehoemarine to see our daily updates with
new products and special offers etc. We
can arrange delivery throughout Ireland for
all our products.
Contact Hardware & Marine Supplies:
Kilmore Quay, Co. Wexford. Tel: 053
9129791 Email: eugene@kehoemarine.
ie, Facebook and Visit our website: www.
kehoemarine.ie
			
HBG SERVICE EHF
STAND 44
HBG service is an Icelandic company
that produce solution for tension and
length measurements for Trawlers, Seiners
and Longliners. Trawl Tec 2000 is a system
for the Trawlers. It can be used with a
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single trawl, two trawls and twin trawling. It
measures the tension and the length of the
wires. “Saves time and money”. Trawl Tec
Line 2000 is a system for the Long Liners.
It controls the speed and the tension of the
line with PLC.
Contact HBG Service: Norðurtun 29,
Phone: 3548633224,
Email: hbg@hbg.is, Web: www.hbg.is
			
INJECTOR DOOR
STAND 50
Today, Injector doors are widely
recognized as the world’s most highly
developed trawl doors and have
revolutionised a crucial element of trawling
through innovation and the use of new
technology. This has greatly enhanced
the performance of trawlers both in
terms of fishing efficiency, fuel economy,
environmental care, and operational
effectiveness. Injector has developed a
wide range of different trawl door designs
to be able to fulfil the requirements for
fishing vessels around the world to make
fishing more profitable.
Contact Injector Door: Søvikneset
91, NO-6280 Søvik, Norway. Phone:
00298280606, Email: ee@injectordoor.eu,
Web: www.injectordoor.eu
			
INSHORE IRELAND
STAND 104
Inshore Ireland is a marine, maritime,
seafood and freshwater quarterly magazine
and real-time website. In news, feature and
advertorial format, topics include: fisheries,
aquaculture, marine renewable energy,
seafood business, marine R&D, and more. If
you have a product or service to publicise,
Inshore Ireland can help you – in print or
online - at website: www.inshore-ireland.com
Contact; Gillian: Email mills@inshoreireland.com, Tel: 01 235 4804
or Gery: Email: flynn@inshore-ireland.com,
Tel: 091 844 822

IRISH COAST GUARD UNIT STAND BM 12

Contact Jesslight Ltd. Maulnarougha,
Enniskeane, Co. Cork, Tel: +353 (0) 86
1676520, Email: info@jesslight.com
			
JIMMY WALSH PROPS
STAND 58

As an island nation, the sea is very
important to Ireland, and has strategic,
economic, social and environmental value
for the nation. The sea, for all its riches
and potential for development, can be
one of the most hostile and dangerous
environments on the planet. The Irish
Coast Guard (IRCG) is Ireland’s nationwide marine emergency organisation
and its overall objective is to; prevent
as far as possible the loss of life and to
prevent or minimise damage to the marine
environment, and to preserve property. To
deliver this, the IRCG has in place a best
practice rescue, security and pollution
control regime.

We are involved in propeller repairs in
Rosslare Harbour, having training with Van
Voorden in Holland in 1994, and developed
a wide skills base from there. We carry
out repairs to all sizes of propellers. A fully
rotating Propeller manipulator allows the
propeller to be rotated in any position
necessary; the entire repair is carried out
in one place. Re-pitch jig, to enable a very
high success rate and accurate setting of
new pitch values. Prop Expert software
program from Hydro Comp Inc. USA.

Contact IRCG, Email: admin@
irishcoastguard.ie, Tel: 00353 (0) 1
6783454, Fax: 00353 (0) 1 6783459
			
JACKSON TRAWLS
STAND 42B

In the last couple of years we have
introduced the Hale MRI scanner and
dynamic balancing machine, helping us to
keep up with the most modern technology
in the industry. www.halepropeller.com

Jackson Trawls supplies all types of
fishing gear. It has a purpose-built bet
factory and a very experienced workforce,
providing a high quality product and an
excellent after sales service. Jackson Trawls
also supplies a wide range of wire bridles
and are agents for Bridon trawl warps.

We also supply new propellers and stern
gear. Our service is nationwide and with
close proximity to Rosslare Harbour we
also cater for UK based customers.

Contact: Jackson Trawls Ltd, Blackhouse
Circle, Peterhead AB42 1BN. Tel: 01779
478383, Fax: 01779 474394,
Email: mark@jacksontrawls. co.uk,
Web: www.jacksontrawls.co.uk
			
JESSLIGHT LIMITED
STAND 94
Jesslight is the only authorized supplier
of DiTOIL and LokoLED products in
Ireland. DiTOIL lubricants from Jesslight
limited include; DiTOIL oil additive 2901,
DiTOIL grease, DiTOIL sprayman, DiTOIL
pointer and DiTOIL fuel additive. The best
mechanical lubrication.

Contact Address: The Propeller Shop,
Ballygillane Little, Rosslare Harbour, Co.
Wexford, Y35HK49. Tel: 0863702499,
Email: info@onestoppropshop.ie
			
KER GROUP SERVICES LTD STAND 30A
KER Group Services Ltd cater for the
inshore and leisure industry with a
variety of electrical and refrigeration,
ice machines, fish handling equipment,
outboard engine and boating accessories,
and general marine hardware and trailer
accessories. KER Group Services Ltd also
specialise in a wide range of services to
the offshore industry as well as providing
onshore support to the fish processing
plants for commercial and industrial areas.
KER specialise in turnkey solutions for
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the pelagic and aquaculture sectors and
provide project management, engineering,
logistics, installation and service as part of
the total fish handling solution package we
offer.
Contact KER Services Ltd, Killybegs,
Co. Donegal Tel: 074 9731525, Fax: 074
9732111, Mob: 087 2888809, Email:
declan@ker.ie, Web: www.ker.ie
			
KERRY ETB
STAND 73
Kerry ETB is delighted to be in a position
to use the Skipper Expo Galway to officially
launch our new Marine Engineering
Traineeship. We have been working over
the past few months with a number of
boat builders and boat maintenance
yards to develop the Traineeship, which is
geared towards new entrants to the Marine
industry. The programme is 9 months
in duration and will run for the first time
in September 2019. It will also include 9
weeks of on the job experience giving the
trainees an opportunity to put their skills
into practice.
We would be delighted to meet both
trainees and employers at Stand 73 to
discuss the programme in more detail.

volt hydraulic power packs are ideal for
lobster, shrimp and Pollack board fishing.
KK Hydraulics are also displaying a range
of stainless steel hydraulic fittings, and a
solar powered 12v potting head suitable for
the smaller inshore boat.
Contact Tel: 00353 66 7122768, Fax:
00353 66 7123755, Mob: 087 2606374,
087 2214004, Email: info@kkhydraulics.ie,
Web: www.kkhydraulics.ie
			
KT NETS –FISHING & SPORTS NETS
STAND 78
K.T. Nets is a leading manufacturer in
Midwater Trawls, based near Killybegs, Co.
Donegal, and are looking forward again to
Skipper Expo Int. Galway.
Now involved in many sectors of the
industry we are AGENTS for OLIVEIRA
Delphinline Pot Rope, Dan-Fender Buoys
and Fenders and also stockists of Stormline
Oilskins. We also carry a selection of
chandlery and various types of ropes
including Dyneema and Super12.
We will be at stand 78 so come along
and see what we have to offer – Look
forward to seeing you there!!

Kerry ETB Training Centre, Monavalley,
Tralee, Co. Kerry. Tel: 0667149600, Email:
training@kerryetbtrainingcentre.ie, Web:
www.kerryetbtrainingcentre.ie
			
KK HYDRAULICS STAND 47 / BM 17

Contact Tel: 00353 74-9741498, Danny
Mobile: 00353-87- 2347601, Anthony
Mobile: 00353-87- 4175301, or Email:
info@ktnets.ie, Danny on danny@ktnets.
ie, or Anthony on anthony@ktnets.ie,
Web: www.ktnets.ie.
			
L.A.S.T
STAND 98

KK Hydraulics has been involved with
the fishing industry for over 25 years. They
specialise in pot, net and line haulers. The
firm also distributes Hydroslave potting
gear and are agents in Ireland for Gumbjoo
Net Haulers. KK Hydraulics manufactures
Pbrackets, davit arms and backing plates
with laser cut stainless steel as well as
a range of oyster coilers. The firm has a
range of 12 volt potting heads and the 12

LAST – Lost At Sea Tragedies – is the
first point of contact for those in the
inshore fishing industry who have lost
a family member at sea. LAST provides
immediate financial assistance to families
affected by loss of life at sea, as well as
providing immediate and on-the-spot
help in making initial contact with a
range of advice and support services,
covering such matters as liaison with the
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Gardai, search-and rescue services, the
Coastguard, funeral services, the coroner,
social welfare and other statutory bodies.
As a registered charity, LAST will advise
and help coordinate fund-raising to assist
stricken families and ensure that funds
are transparently administered and all
donations fully accounted for.
Address: Coxtown, Dunmore East, Co
Waterford. Phone: 0862686082
Email: info@last.ie Web: www.last.ie
			
LATTITUDE KINSALE
STAND 32
The Perfect Nautical Gift for all
occasions Latitude Kinsale specialises in
creating unique 3D charts, Light charts
and Bespoke furniture for any coastline,
anywhere in the world. Bobby Nash has,
for many years, created a very special type
of art that is based on maritime charts
which for all sea going people are timeless
documents that are relevant to our
everyday lives. Drop by the stand and see
what Bobby can do for your coastline.
Check out the website, www.
latitudekinsale or call +353 (0)21 4772784.
			
LIAM MCDERMOT POTS STAND 35B

MACGREGORY (GBR) LTD STAND 26
Formally Rapp Marine (UK) Ltd,
MacGregor (GBR) Ltd is your premier
manufacturer of advanced hydraulic
and electrical deck machinery solutions,
including service and spare parts, to
the Fishing, Oil & Gas, Research and
general marine industries on a global
scale. MacGregor shapes the fisheries,
offshore and marine industries by offering
world-leading engineering solutions
and services with a strong portfolio of
MacGregor, Hatlapa, Porsgrunn, Pusnes,
Rapp Marine and Triplex brands. From
the smallest inshore vessel through to
the largest supertrawlers, we have deck
machinery solutions to meet your needs.
MacGregor is part of Cargotec.
Contact MacGregor (GBR) Ltd,
Tel: +44 (0) 1779 490044,
Web: www.macgregor.com
			
MANTSBRITE MARINE
STAND 40

Liam McDermott pots, a sister
company of Inishowen Celtic Iron, is a
family owned and operated business
located in Carndonagh, Co. Donegal.
Coming from an agricultural background,
Liam and his family later diversified into
engineering, with over 10 years experience
in steel fabrication. Liam McDermott pots
fabricate and supply a variety of lobster
and crab pots. Custom manufactured
to the individual specifications. The
range available has achieved a growing
reputation for quality build and durability.

Established in 1964 Mantsbrite
distribute a full range of electronic
navigation through Irish & UK dealers. New
products from Koden for 2019 include
the Koden KDS-8000BB Broadband
Sonar, 130-210kHz, with external motion
Sensor for stabilisation. Koden KGC-300
Wheelmarked GPS compass with colour
display, Koden MDC-5000 Black Box radar
and Koden GTD-120 10.4” colour chart
plotter. The new Lorenz Magnum Pro HD
with increased memory for tracks, marks
etc. will also be on display and is ideal for
netters, potters, small trawlers, workboats,
tugs etc. The new Magnum pro HD is
available with a choice of 10.4”, 12”, 15”,
17” or 19” display and an optional remote
control.

Contact Liam Mc Dermot,
Tel: 074-9374172, Mob: 086-8341662,
Email: inishowencelticiron@gmail.com

Our dealer network provides with
sales service and installation throughout
Ireland and the UK. Products distributed
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include KODEN Radars, Echosounders,
Chartplotters, Class A AIS and GPS
navigators and GPS Compass. Cristec and
ENAG product plus much more.
Contact Mantsbrite Limited, 19F Spital
Road, Maldon, Essex, CM9 6DY. Tel: 01621
853003 Email:sales@mantsbrite.com,
Web: www.mantsbrite.com
MACTEX OIL DISTRIBUTION LTD
STAND 85
One of the leading lubricants suppliers
in Ireland. Based in Oranmore, Galway our
business specialises in the production,
importation, distribution and re-sale of
high quality lubricants and grease. Show
specials on many products. Our
Ecolubrium brand is the fastest growing
lubricants brand in Ireland due to its
exceptionally high quality and affordable
price. All products are manufactured to
exceed the latest OEM standards. We
also import and sell a range global brands
like Fuchs, Castrol, Shell, Mobil, Valvoline,
Texaco and the Star Tron range of enzyme
basedfuel additives. All these products may
be purchased on-line from our lubricants
super-store - mactexoil.ie. Ecolubrium
- Engine, Gear, Transmission, Hydraulic,
Wire-Rope, Grease, Antifreeze - next day
delivery nationwide.
Telephone: 091-788826 / 086-8513080,
Email: sales@mactexoil.ie,
Website: www.mactexoil.ie
			
MARINE & INDUSTRIAL
TRANSMISSIONS LTD
STAND 80
With a dedicated presence in both
Northern and Southern Ireland, MIT
offers not only servicing, breakdown and
spare parts but is also able to act as the
expert consultative service to all aspects
of the supply chain. With the expertise
to work with end users, boat builders,
naval architects and engine OEM’s MIT
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advise on an extensive range of best fit
marine components. Offering both new
and reconditioned marine gears, clutches,
PTO’s and hydraulic pump drives, MIT also
understands the need to keep vessels
at sea, and the impact downtime has on
profitability.
Contact Marine & Industrial Transmissions:
Queenborough Shipyard, Queenborough,
Kent, ME11 5EE. Email: info@mitgroup.
co.uk, Web: www.mitgroup.co.uk
			
MARINE DESIGN INTERNATIONAL
STAND 11
Independent Naval Architects
providing design and consultancy, reliable
dependable service to commercial clients
where timely delivery and problem solving
is essential to project success. Our Naval
Architects will be on our stand to provide
ideas for improving your vessel, advice on
conversion or developing a new design.
The show is an excellent opportunity for
you to discuss ideas with experts at no
cost so make the most of it and see if we
can help.
Address: R12, 100 Borron Street.
Phone: 00441418164000,
Email: admin@marinedesign.co.uk,
Web: www.marinedesign.co.uk
			
MARINE INSTITUTE
STAND 24
The Marine Institute is Ireland’s national
agency for marine research, development
and innovation. Its work includes research
and development funding; fisheries
resource assessment and advice; fish
health services; marine food safety;
environmental monitoring, research vessel
operation; seabed mapping and marine
data management. In addition various EU
Directives require Ireland to protect and
conserve certain habitats and species in
this area. Fisheries work within inshore
waters includes; stock assessment of

shellfish, assessing the environmental
impact of shellfisheries in conservation
areas and developing fishery management
plans with the industry.
Address: Marine Institute, Rinville,
Oranmore, Co. Galway. Tel: 091 387 200,
Fax: 091 387 201,
Email: institute.mail@marine.ie
			
MARINE SURVEY OFFICE STAND 43
The Marine Survey Office (MSO) is part
of the Maritime Safety Directorate (MSD).
MSO is responsible for the implementation
of all national and international legislation
in relation to safety of shipping and the
prevention of pollution of the marine
environment from ship-based sources.
The office carries out the initial approval
of designs and drawings for new vessels or
modifications to existing vessels and then
carries out the surveys necessary for the
certification of those vessels. In addition,
it provides both a host of ancillary and
back-up services to the shipping industry,
the Department of Transport, and different
Government Departments as well as
the technical representation at relevant
international meetings.
Contact Department of Transport: Tourism
and Sport, Leeson Lane, Dublin 2.
Tel: 016783400, Email: MSO@dttas.ie,
Web: www.dttas.ie/maritime/
			
MARPORT STAND 95
Marport develops, manufactures and
sells instrumentation for the control of
fishing gear (trawls and seines). Marport
sensors utilize innovative wireless
communication technology through highspeed ultra-sound, enabling efficient and
fast control of the fishing gear. Moreover
their design based on a single platform and
software adapted to each specific function
brings a great flexibility of evolution and

maintenance. These sensors are fully
serviceable in Ploemeur (France) Marport
office.
The configuration and programming of
the sensors is via Bluetooth, which brings
a great flexibility of use according to the
seasonal practices. The Marport wideband
receivers can be connected to 3 or 6
hydrophones depending on the model (M3
or M6), the latter listening simultaneously
to the set and individually selecting
the best signal. These receivers can be
connected to different market standards,
avoiding hull work during an evolution.
The configuration and programming of
the sensors is via Bluetooth, which brings
a great flexibility of use according to the
seasonal practices.
Web: www.marport.com
			
MC DONNELLS (QUEEN ST) LTD
STAND 34
The New Edition of our “FISH INDUSTRY
CATALOGUE” will be available from
the Stand. This Catalogue provides a
comprehensive list of products, which best
suit the Fish Industry. The emphasis is on
Processing and Retailing, which mirrors
trends in the industry.
Our Stand will feature a greater variety
of Products, including HACCP colour
coded Brushes and Squeegees, chainmail
Gloves and Aprons, Rubber Aprons
and Cutting Boards. We will also be
demonstrating the many ways available to
keep Knivessuper sharp, from Sharpening
Machines to,safe and easy to use Rapid
Steels.
There will be special offers and a full
range of F. Dick products on display. Enter
our FREE COMPETITION on the Stand.
Contact Tel: 01 6778123, Email: sales@
mcdonnells.ie, Web: www.mcdonnells.ie
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MEDLEY POTS

STAND 83

Medley Pots have been at the forefront
of manufacturing fully rigged crab/lobster
and prawn pots for over 40 years. We also
supply a wide range of 8mm or 10mm steel
frames for home completion. Our fully
rigged range of pots will be on display,
including our new “Velvet parlour” based
on the frame design of our ever successful
prawn parlour.
All our pots now feature our extra heavy
3mm x 40mm black bait bags. Slit film
rope is used to bind the tops of the pots,
which we have in tests by our customer
lasts far longer than the older “hard mono”
type rope we used.
Our ever popular plastic base double
soft eye creels, aimed at the larger offshore
crabbing vessels and these are proving
very successful all around Scotland and the
UK. These feature our 12mm top frames
and 14mm base bars to give the creel
strength where it’s needed for self shooting
and gunnel roller hauling arrangements.
Our catch protection plastic bases “inside”
the pots bottom further enhancing catch
quality.
We look forward to meeting you to
discuss your requirements. We pride
ourselves on innovative design and high
quality products, offered with competitive
delivery prices to Ireland.
Email: Chris@cornwallcreels.co.uk,
or call Chris on 07970 721659
			
MERMAID MARINE
STAND 46
Mermaid Marine has a respected
reputation in the marine marketplace
for both quality products and first
class service. We are proud this year to
announce becoming UK distributors for
Yuchai Marine, which offer a range of
marine diesel engines from 70hp - 1035hp
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which are ideally suited for commercial
applications. Along with this we also
offer products from AGCO Power (SISU),
FPT, FNM and Lombardini Marine Kohler
Engines as well as our Mermaid J444 (JCB)
engine range. We also continue to support
our old Ford product through spare parts
and fully restored Ford engines.
Address: 14-17 The Mews, West Quay
Road, Poole, Dorset, BH151JD.
Tel: 01202677776,
Email: info@mermaid-marine.co.uk,
Web: www.mermaid-marine.co.uk
			
MICHIGAN MARINE PROPULSION
STAND 69
MMP provide an extensive range of
propulsion products; many of which
are specifically tailored for the fisheries
industry. From large diameter nozzle
designs down to small outboard propellers
for inshore vessels, we provide for every
application. In addition, we build and
supply complete stern gear systems,
underwater hardware, rudder assemblies,
and a variety of replacement spares and
after-market propulsion products.
To further ensure the best customer
support, we provide a propeller repair and
refurbishment service; extending the life of
your propellers. We invite you to join us on
stand 69 to learn more about our products
and services and how they will benefit you.
Contact Michigan Marine Propulsion, Unit
C1B, Pottery Road, Newton Abbot, Devon,
TQ12 4LN. Tel: 00441626351723,
Email: sales@mmp-i.com,
Web: www.mmp-i.com
MMG WELDING

STAND BM16

Donegal Enterprise Awards | Best
Established Business 2018 | Best Overall
Business 2018
Coded Welding - Marine Fabrication

Service – Compact Gangways
Established in 2005 by Martin
McGuinness, MMG Welding Ltd offers a
Coded Welding and Marine Fabrication
Service. As an ISO 9001:2015 quality
accredited company they provide a
specialist welding service to various
industries including Marine, Off Shore
Construction, and Civil Engineering
projects.
This highly skilled and experienced
team of coded welders are Lloyds BV,
DNV, TUV certified, and approved by
Shell. Services are available 24 hrs both on
and off site, with a purpose-built spacious
workshop based in Killybegs, combined
with mobile welding equipment.
Compact Gangway
Patent product range of aluminium
Compact Gangways featuring a unique
folding mechanism providing safe vessel
access, and solutions for vessels with
limited storage space.
Contact MMG Welding: Roshin Rd,
Killybegs, Co. Donegal. Tel: 00353 74 97
41794, Email: mmgwelding@gmail.com,
Web: www.mmgwelding.ie
			
MOONEY BOATS LTD
STAND 14
At Skipper Expo Int. Galway 2019,
Mooney Boats Ltd will be exhibiting a wide
range of goods and services. From new
boats being built at their base in Ireland to
the latest in industrial marine technology.
As part of their exhibit, Mooney
Boats Ltd will be showcasing 3 of
our most recent boat builds, the MFV
Fiona K III, MFV Amethyst & the MFV
Ocean Challenge. For boat repairs and
maintenance, it has also been a significant
year where Mooney Boats has experienced
growth with many new customers visiting
the yard for the first time.

At the show Mooney Boats will also
be exhibiting state of the art Ultrasonic
Antifouling from Sonihull, in the form of the
brand new Soni8, as well as commercial
fishing oilskins and deck boots from
Grundens.
Mooney Boats Ltd look forward to
seeing you at Stand 14.
Contact Mooney Boats Ltd: Killybegs,
Co Donegal. Tel: 074 9731152, Fax: 074
9731632, Email: info@ mooneyboats.ie
Web: www.mooneyboats.ie
			
MORGERE
STAND 88
Morgère is one of the world’s leading
specialists in trawl doors and associated
equipment, with over 100 years of
experience and a reputation for delivering
quality and innovation.
At Skipper Expo Int. Galway 2019,
Morgère will be promoting its innovative
range of trawl doors, including the
Exocet and the Osprey system. The high
performing Exocet has won much praise
from skippers since its launch two years
ago, with the doors offering excellent
stability, great fish catches and an efficient
angle of attack that ensures savings in
fuel expenditure. Morgère will also be
promoting the Osprey, a semi-pelagic
door to work on and off the bottom. The
Cyclops pair trawl monitoring system will
be also presented at Galway.
Email: morgere.trawldoor@morgere.fr,
Web: www.morgere.com
			
MULLION SURVIVAL TECHNOLOGY
STAND 20
Mullion Survival Technology will
launch the new version of the successful
Compact Range the Mullion Compact 150N
SUPREME. This new model incorporates
into the design all the ideas submitted by
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Commercial Fishermen and End Users.
The enhanced cover features a bib style
back support, which relieves the pressure
point at the neck. This provides improved
wearer comfort which ensures ease of use
when on deck. Mullion will also present
the URSUIT Range of Dry Suits and Dive
Suits together with the extensive Flotation
and SOLAS Standard Personal Flotation
Devices. The new Mullion Compact 150N
SUPREME will be available under the BIM
PFD/PLB Enhanced Safety Scheme BIM to
launch a new initiative to replace the older
Compacts with the new SUPREME.
Contact: Mullion Survival Technology
Gweedore Business Park, Derrybeg,
County Donegal. Tel: 00353 (0)87 995
3192, Email: tony.brown@sioen.com, Web:
www.mullion-pfd.com
			
MURPHY MARINE SERVICES STAND 64
The demands of modern day boat
owners vary depending on the use of the
boat, be it commercial or pleasure, but
what remains consistent is the desire for
boats that deliver maximum fuel efficiency,
stability and quality. We offer the ever
popular Cygnus Cyclone in sizes from 2630 ft, the wider beamed Cyclone in sizes
31-38 ft, the 4 metred beamed Cygnus
Typhoon which can be built in lengths
of 33-45ft. We also offer the Hal Fish
24 and the GM 32 displacement hulls to
complement our range of fast boats. What
is unique about Murphy Marine Services
is the collaborative approach it has with
customers from the initial meeting with the
marine architect to the interim site visits
encouraged throughout the construction
phase. Apart from moulding and building
our own range of boats, we offer an
extensive repair and refit services and have
carried out refits and full fit outs to a wide
range of vessels.
For more information contact Fionan, Tel:
0669476883/ 087 2809861, Email: fionan@
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murphymarineservices.com, To view our full
range see: www.cygnusboats.com
			
NORTH SEA HAGLAND SHIPBROKERS
STAND 07
NSHS support the fishing industry
with shipbroker activities as is includes,
International Sale & Purchase of all types
of Ships. New building contracting,
Valuations, Repairs/Conversions, Supplier
of equipment, Shipping Agents and
Management for overseas fishing projects.
NSHS have sold over 1000 vessels
worldwide. NSHS welcome all to come by
for a talk about possible vessel sales at our
stand in Galway or alternatively contact
Kristen.
North Sea Hagland Shipbrokers,
Nyhavnsgade 37, 6700 Esbjerg, Denmark.
Tel: +45 75127077, Tel: Kristen: +45
25168007, Email: sales@north-sea-ship.dk,
Web: www.north-sea-ship.dk
			
O’SULLIVAN MARINE STAND 30C/BM19
O’Sullivans Marine are delighted to be
showing off two boats this year, along with
a selection of other items including Tohatsu
& Suzuki outboards and a host of maritime
safety products. All are at very keen prices,
with good warranty back-up, typical
excellent value from one of the oldest
companies in the marine industry in Ireland.
Both O’Sullivans Marine’s own Irish build
boats and Whaly Boats will be on display.
Contact Brian O’Sullivan Tel: +353 (0)87
2600066, Email: osullivanmarine@gmail.
com, Web: www.osmarine.ie
ON SITE POWER GENERATION LTD
STAND 92
Having been in this business for over
20 years, we are proud to represent
some of the worlds market leaders in the
Power Generation Industry. Our agencies

include Mecc Alte generators, CGM diesel
generators, Beltrame AVR’s and Smartgen
generator controllers. We stock Meccalte
Generators from 2.2 kVA up to 165 kVA at
our warehouse in Wexford, with sizes up to
5000 kVA available.

by the addition of world renowned brand
names from Finland, Italy and the U.S.,
complimentary to Volvo and ranging from
cranes to crushers. Their current product
portfolio includes Volvo, Volvo Penta,
Sennebogen, Avant, Thwaites and Rammer.

We also stock new silent diesel
generating sets up to 175 kva with any size
required available to us.
We always carry a substantial stock
of AVR’s and genset controllers, speed
controllers, actuators and much more.

Contact: Pat O’Donnell & Co. California
Heights, Chapelizod, Dublin 20. Tel: +353
(1) 6161000, Email: info@patodonnell.com
			
PETER BRUCE (PATSY) SHIPS PAINTERS
STAND 25

Our market area is diverse, ranging
from PTO Farm generators, to domestic,
construction, industrial and marine
generators. Smartgen generator controllers
and Beltrame AVR’s give us top class and
cost-efficient replacement components
which are compatible a huge range
of generating sets from almost any
manufacturer. Our knowledge of the
workings of generating sets afford us
the ability to help and advice customers
on a range of possible solutions to any
problems they may experience with their
power plants, we are just a phone call away.

We look forward to welcoming visitors
& promoting new innovative robotic blast
cleaning equipment in Galway, as well
as other UHP water blasting techniques
of which we are the first to successfully
introduce to the Fishing industry. PBP
are the sole UK supplier of world leading
German deck & flooring resin Degafloor
& regularly install to the Fishing industry
with installations successfully completed in
UK, Ireland, Denmark & Norway onboard
multiple areas of fishing vessels, decks &
floors. As well as blast cleaning, hot metal
zinc spraying & painting of vessels around
Scotland, PBP look forward to serving
Irish customers in Killybegs, Clogherhead,
Howth, New Ross & Denmark.

Contact Onsite Power Generation: Shanora
Lodge, Nerwtown Road, Wexford Y35
Y2D7. Web: www.powergen.ie
			
PAT O’DONNELL
STAND BM6
In addition to its branches in Cork,
Galway and Portadown, and to support
its latest brand Volvo Penta, Pat O’Donnell
& Co. have successfully forged alliances
with service-dealers throughout the
island of Ireland. These service dealers are
appointed to service Volvo Penta marine
engines and have access to Pat O’Donnell
& Co’s next day parts delivery system,
technical training and business support. Pat
O’Donnell has been successful at matching
quality, proven products to the needs and
demands of the Irish market. The product
portfolio has been expanded over the years

Peter can be contacted 07831 260109,
email info@ pbpservices.co.uk or office
01346 514056.
			
POLAR DOORS STAND 35A
Polar Fishing Gear is specialized in
design, marketing and sale of high efficient
trawl doors suitable for bottom, pelagic
and semi-pelagic fishing. Polar doors have
wide spread around the world. Neptune
and Thorbottom doors are very popular by
South England skipper and our Hercules
and Mercury semi-pelagic doors and
performing excellent for Cuttle fishing. At
this exhibition, Polar Fishing Gear will also
exhibit their newest development in trawl
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doors, the Poseidon remote controllable
doors and a light version of pelagic doors
made from a combination of core material
and steel.
Contact Atli Már Jósafatsson, Ocean
Cluster House, Grandagadi 16, 101
Reykjavík – Iceland. Tel: +354 898 66 77,
Email: atlimarj@polardoors.com, Web:
www.polardoors.com
PADMOS ENGINE & SHIP REPAIR
STAND 66
Padmos Engine & Ship Repair is a
member of shipyard Padmos from the
Netherlands and are located in Kilmore
Quay, Co. Wexford since 2005. We are the
main dealers for Mitsubishi marine engines
in Ireland and we repair, service and fit
engines all around the Irish coast. We also
repair ABC engines and several other
makes of diesel engines.

yacht survey, we are here to assist in
finding efficient and cost effective solutions
to all your maritime requirements.

Web: www.randdmarine.com.
			
RIVERDALE MILLS CORP STAND 28

Contact us at www.prolines.ie or Tel: + 353
(0) 87 6289219, Email: info@prolines.ie
			
PROTEUM LIMITED
STAND 72

Riverdale Mills is the leading provider
of welded wire mesh solutions for marine
and commercial fishing clients around
the world. Riverdale is the inventor and
manufacturer of Aquamesh®, welded wire
mesh designed specifically for saltwater
environments. Aquamesh® is extensively
used to construct pots, traps and creels
for lobster, crab and whelk. Aquamesh®
is also used for a variety of aquaculture
applications including oyster and shellfish
trays, fish pens and fish farms. Aquamesh®
pot base, made with heavy gauge welded
wire, is an effective cost-saving solution
to the common problem of bottom wear
found on in use traps.

Proteum are UK & Ireland distributors for
a range of marine diesel engines including
Moteurs Baudouin, OXE Diesel outboard
and BUKH. We provide marine products
and support services to a worldwide
customer base.
We work with a range of local support
partners to offer on-the-ground technical
support and maintenance services to our
customers in the UK and abroad. Our
support services include spare parts,
comprehensive inspections, full overhaul
options and planned maintenance.

Contact Padmos, Crossfarnogue, Kilmore
Quay, Co. Wexford. Tel: 00353 539148877,
Mob: 00353 870505917, Fax: 00353
539148831, Email: ireland@padmos.nl,
Web: www.padmos.nl
			
PROLINES
STAND 44A

Contact Proteum Ltd: Office 4 & 5, Firefly
Road, Hamble Point Marina, School Lane,
Hamble-Le-Rice, Southampton SO31 4NB.
Tel: +44 (0)2380457656, Email: info@
proteum.co.uk, Web: www.proteum.co.uk
			
R & D MARINE STAND 93

Prolines is Ireland’s premier naval
architecture and marine surveying
company, offering vessel design, marine
survey and flag state requirement solutions
for both new and existing vessels.
Established in February 2002, we have
over 700 satisfied clients across Ireland
and Europe. 2018 saw Prolines being
involved in a huge variety of projects
from long boats for the Vikings TV series,
various ferries, construction barge renewal
works and the complete design of a
split barge along with a huge number
of stability, survey and design solutions
for fishing vessels. Whether you require
a stability book, structural assessment,
fishing boat survey or a leisure boat or

R & D Marine are exhibiting their
extensive range of fail-safe products
used in workboat, pleasure and generator
applications from 5HP to 1500HP: Flexible
Couplings up to 230HP/100rpm (Earthing
Connection is available), Anti-Vibration
Mountings (compression and shear styles)
up to 2100lb (954kg) per mount, Damper
Plates up to 1400lb.ft (in styles ranging
from linear stiffness through to highdeflection), Clamp Half-Couplings and
Rope Cutters.
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Contact R & D Marine: Meadow Works,
Clothall Road, Baldock, Hertfordshire,
England SG7 6PD. Tel: +44(0)1462
892391, Email: info@randdmarine.com,

Contact Riverdale Mills: Tel:
+1.508.234.8715, Email: sales@riverdale.
com, Web: www.riverdale.com
			
RNLI FISHING SAFETY
STAND 51
RNLI Fishing Safety Team have been
working with the fishing industry to
reduce fatalities in the fishing industry
with Personal Floatation Devices (PFD’S)
and Man Over Board recovery (MOB) the
teams main focus in 2019. We are helping
fishermen to be able to recover a MOB
within 10 minutes of the incident using
simple and cheap methods. Visit stand 51
and talk to the team. The RNLI team will
also be running Demonstrations in the
Hotel pool on both show days.
Contact RNLI Community Safety team,
West Quay Road, Poole, Dorset, BH15
1HZ. Tel: 03003009990, Email: Frankie_
horne@rnli.org.uk, Web: www.rnli.org
			
RNLI FUNDRAISING
STAND 103
The RNLI is the Charity that saves lives
from drowning both in Sea and Fresh

Water. It is totally dependent on voluntary
donations to train and equip the volunteer
Men and Women who give of their time
selflessly in the service of others.
Address: Airside, Swords, Co Dublin.
Phone: 0872198917, Email: thiney@rnli.
org.uk, Web: www.rnli.ie
			
RYAN & ROBERTS MARINE SERVICES
STAND 59
Ryan & Roberts Marine Services Ltd
had a very busy year in 2018. Engine
and generator sales remained steady
throughout the year, with yard work; mainly
involving the refitting of inshore potting
and netting boats for the Code of Practice.
This work included new decks, wheelhouse,
engine installations, safety rails and
electrics, shot blasting and osmosis repairs.
Cyril Ryan looks forward to meeting all our
present and potential customers on Stand
No 59 at Skipper Expo Int. Galway.
Contact: Ryan & Roberts, Askeaton, Co
Limerick. Tel: 00 353(0) 61 392198, Mob:
00 353(0) 87 4179128, Fax: 00 353(0) 61
392344, Email: ryanandrobertsmarine@
gmail.com, Web: www.ryanandroberts.com
			
SCANMAR LTD STAND 48
Scanmar will present new range of
SS4 sensors for the pair trawl and pelagic
markets during the two day event. Our
new Scanmar 365 bridge software will
also be on display to show new benefits of
Scanmar. Twin rig vessel owners can visit
the stand to see the SS4 Double Distance
Sensors provide information on whether
your clump is in line, behind or in front of
the doors. Also on display will be the newly
introduced Scanbas 365 software and the
new WD42 Digital receiver.
Contact Scanmar, Tel: 01779 480600,
Email: sales@scanmar.co.uk,
Web: www.scanmar.no
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SEA-FISHERIES PROTECTION
AUTHORITY
STAND 49
The Sea-Fisheries Protection Authority
(SFPA) is the independent statutory body,
legally charged with the State’s seafisheries law enforcement functions. The
SFPA enforces the EU Common Fisheries
Policy and sea-fisheries law generally
and food safety law relating to fish and
fishery products. Its mandate covers all
fishing vessels operating within Ireland’s
200-mile limit, over 2,000 Irish registered
fishing vessels wherever they operate and
all seafood produced in Ireland’s seafood
processing companies. The SFPA operates
through a network of regional port offices
situated at Ireland’s main fishery harbours.
Contact Eleanor Buckley, Communications
Manager SFPA, Head Office, National
Seafood Centre, Park Road,Clogheen,
Clonakilty, Co Cork, P85TX7. Tel: 023 885
9346, Email: eleanor.buckley@sfpa.ie,
Web: www.sfpa.ie
			
SEAQUEST SYSTEMS
STAND 06 / BM 13
SeaQuest Systems based in Killybegs are
Ireland’s no.1 in the design & manufacture
of marine & mechanical equipment. With
a state of the art premises in Killybegs,
all products, including Cranes, Winches,
Pumping Equipment are manufactured inhouse to meet customer demands.
Contact us at stand no.6 we can discuss
any solutions to your requirements.
Contact Seaquest, Industrial Rd.,
Killybegs, Co. Donegal. Tel: 00353 (0)74
97 31542, Email: sales@seaquest.ie, Web:
www.seaquest.ie
			
SELVA MARINE STAND 86
Selva Marine are the only European
Outboard Motor Manufacturer and
recognise the need for engines to suit
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the European market. Selva offer the
commercial fishing community the widest
range of large displacement, high torque,
low horsepower Outboard Motors on the
market - ideal for sub 10m craft operating
under licence. Come and see us for a chat
and to find out more about how using
Selva outboard motors can offer you
considerable savings.
Contact Selva Marine,
Tel:00447973701161,
Email: selvamarineuk@gmail.com,
Web: www.selvamarine.co.uk
			
SHIPSHEALTH STAND 91
Shipshealth is a total health solution for
ship owners. Providing pharmaceutical
supplies and a dedicated direct 24/7
medical doctor telephone advise to your
ship at sea.
Peace of mind for you, your crew and their
families.
Contact Shipshealth: Brentree Enterprise
Ltd, Harbourview Court, Shore Road,
Killybegs, Co. Donegal. Tel: 074 9732924,
Email: info@shipshealth.com, Web: www.
shipshealth.com
			
SIRM UK
STAND 71
SIRM UK, are bringing the SeapiX
Multibeam Sonar System to Galway for the
first time. This innovative Sonar System
uses multibeam technology to provide
shoal evaluation, fish assessment and
species discrimination, allowing skippers
to target particular species and avoid
protected or non-quota species.
Visit SIRM UK on stand 71 to view the
SeapiX Sonar, meet the team, and see
a small selection of the extensive range
of marine electronics available. SIRM UK
are proud to provide complete and cost
effective marine electronic solutions for all
vessel types and fishing applications.

Contact SIRM UK, 28B The Harbour,
Kilkeel, Co Down, BT34 4AX. Tel: 0044
1346 518187, Yvonne James Mob: 0044
7525 411545, Email: yvonne.james@sirm.
co.uk Web: www.sirm.co.uk.
			
SOFRIMAR
STAND 62
Located in Kilmore Quay, County
Wexford, Sofrimar has been in operation
since 1979 forging strong relationships
with fishermen all around the Irish Coast.
With a state of the art processing plant
including a separate live shellfish holding
facility and a product range including most
types of shellfish, exporting to worldwide
markets. Species purchased by Sofrimar
include whelk, brown crab, lobster, scallops,
winkles, crayfish, shrimp, monkfish, frozen
at sea prawns, frozen at sea cuttlefish and
frozen at sea squid to name a few. Sofrimar
is committed to producing the highest
quality seafood for its customers. Facing
an increasing demand, Sofrimar is looking
for a regular and constant supply of
shellfish. We guarantee a top class service
with weekly payments.
At Skipper Expo Int. Galway Sofrimar
will be looking to meet fishermen who can
supply any of the above species. Presently
Sofrimar has trucks and agents that collect
in various parts in Ireland. Collections
can be arranged in other areas if needed.
Bait is provided to all pot fishermen and
payments are made on a weekly basis by
Bank Transfer. If you are not attending
the show but wish to discuss landing your
products to Sofrimar, please telephone
Leslie on 053 9129660.
Contact Sofrimar, Kilmore Quay, Co
Wexford, Tel: 053 9129660,
Email: Leslie@sofrimar.ie
			
SOLENT ENGINEERING SERVICES
STAND 67
Known for; Quality, Reliability and
Service. Solent Engineering Services Ltd

prides itself on providing constant support
for the UK, Scotland and Ireland Fishing
Fleets. Now the UK’s number 1 source
for; Potting Blocks, Net and pot haulers
and other commercial hardware. SES has
grown from strength to strength! Dave
Middleton forefronts the products design
and manufacturing facility, with 18 years
engineering experience as a fabrication and
welding engineer. Dave is also a qualified
design engineer and uses ‘3D Modelling’
software for the design and analysis of the
products right from small items up to hull
and superstructure design for Aluminium
vessels.
Solent Engineering Services Ltd Unit
1, Northleigh Farm, Main Rd, Birdham,
Chichester, PO20 7BY. Tel: 01243 512113,
Email: solentengineering@btconnect.com
			
SOUTH SHORE MARINE & DIESEL
STAND 70
South Shore Marine & Diesel Ltd is
authorised main dealers in Ireland for
Cummins Marine Engines, Onan Generators,
MAN Marine, industrial Engines and ZF
Marine Transmissions supporting Engine
sales, parts and service throughout Ireland.
South Shore is also dealers for Yanmar,
Perkins, Mercury, Seakeeper, Vetus boat
equipment and Garmin Marine Electronics.
For all your marine diesel engine &
transmission needs contact us on
Tel: 0044-2838341010, Email: info@
southshoremarine.co.uk,
Web: www. southshoremarine.co.uk
			
STOR-LOC USA STAND BM20
World’s best tool cabinets, work benches
and storage welding tables.
Contact Andrew Gibbons, Churchfield,
Tourmakeady, Co. Mayo.
Email: fonfit@gmail.com Tel: 087 264
9595
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SWAN NET GUNDRY

STAND 09

Our roots are firmly established in
the commercial fishing market with
a reputation for being a world leader
in trawl manufacturing. We supply a
complete range of fishing equipment
including Rope, Hardware, Clothing, Safety,
Electronics & Buoys. We supply liferafts
for sale/ hire from our DOM approved
service station. We continue to service the
needs of inshore & deep sea fishermen
from our depots in Killybegs, Rossaveal,
Castletownbere & Union Hall. Our Lobster/
Crab pots have earned a reputation for
quality & durability.
Contact Swan Net-Gundry Ltd, Tel: 00353
(0)74 9731180, Fax: 00353 (0)74 9731574,
Web: www.swannetgundry.com
			
TEIGNBRIDGE PROP
STAND 82
Teignbridge design and manufacture
high quality performance propellers,
sterngear and marine engineering products
and are leading innovators in computerised
and mechanised marine engineering
processes. Producing the finest bronze and
stainless steel propellers and stern gear
from raw materials to the finished polished
article at their UK based world leading
facility. Teignbridge develop and employ
state of the art CAD/CAM techniques to
ensure unbeatable cost efficiency for the
highest quality product. With over 65,000
sq ft of floor space and over 85 employees,
Teignbridge is the largest propeller and
stern gear producer of its kind in Europe.
Contact Teignbridge Propellers: Forde
Road, Newton Abbot, Devon, TQ12
4AW. Tel: 01626333377, Email: sales@
teignbridge.co.uk, Web: www.teignbridge.
co.uk
			
THE FISHERMEN’S MISSION STAND 105
Providing a lifeline of welfare
and support to fishermen and their families.
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Our Work at The Fishermen’s Mission is
the only fishermen’s charity that provides
emergency support alongside practical,
financial, spiritual and emotional care. We
help all fishermen, active or retired, and
their families.

technical developments and current affairs
from within the marine sector. The Skipper
has seen enormous growth in its lifetime
with the establishment of the Skipper Expo
Int. Galway, Skipper Expo Int. Aberdeen
and Skipper Expo Int. Bristol.

If you’re a fisherman and you need our
help, please contact the Northern Ireland
office on 0044 (0)28 417 69000, Mobile
numbers 0044 (0)7710389298/0044
(0)7761718071.
			
THE FRESH FISH DELI
STAND 97

Contact The Skipper: Editor,
Tel: 00353 (0)86 8239608,
Email: editorial@maramedia.ie,
Sharon Boyle, Commercial Fishing
Manager, Phone: 074 954 8937
Email: Sharon@maramedia.ie,
Web: www.maramedia.ie
			
THYBORON TRAWLDOORS STAND 05

We offer fantastic seafood products
with a minimum of fuss. Our goal is to
make life easier for fish lovers, offering
delicious, sustainable options that are
ready in minutes. We’re offering decent,
honest food, free from pretension and
artificial flavours. We are, after all, seafood
people.
It came together when we set up The
Fresh Fish Deli a few years back in West
Cork, where they know their fish and like
their food. It’s already a big hit with the
locals. If you want to know what we’re
like, just bite into one of our products. The
Fresh Fish Deli products are available in
Super Valu nationwide.
Contact The Fresh Fish Deli, Tel: 023
8869612, Email: monica@freshfishdeli.net
			
THE SKIPPER/MARA MEDIA STAND 8A
As Ireland’s leading fishing newspaper
and one of Europe’s oldest fishing industry
publications, The Skipper is now sold in
every fishing port in Ireland and throughout
the fishing industries in the UK and across
Europe as well as numerous subscription
readers throughout the world. Established
in 1964, the Skipper continues to grow in
popularity and is the premier journal of the
Irish & UK fishing and processing sectors,
giving quality coverage to news, events,

Made in Denmark is our trademark.
Thyboron Trawldoors are one of the world’s
largest manufacturers’ of trawldoors and
rollerclumps. We have a wide range of
trawldoors in our product program, all the
way from the old Vee doors to the newest
state of the art pelagic doors that are also
used on bottom trawling. All trawldoors are
custom made to each customer request
at our own factory located on the harbour
side in Thyboron, Denmark.
Contact Thyboron Trawldoors,
Tel: 0045 97831922, Fax: 0045 97832313,
Email: allan@thyboron-trawldoor.dk,
Henrik@Thyboron-Trawldoor.dk,
Web: www.trawldoor.dk
			
TOM HAND ELECTRONICS STAND 63
Tom Hand Electronics was established
in Dingle in 1986, and is going from
strength to strength over 32 years later.
The company are suppliers of a wide
range of professional marine electronic
equipment from major suppliers such as
Kaijo-Denki, KNS, Intellian, Marport, Sailor,
JRC, Koden, Simrad, Sodena, Icom, etc.
Recent installations include the majority
of the electronics packages for the new
MFV Fiona III, as well as many other
smaller contracts. A popular product over

recent years is VSAT, or internet at sea.
We supply either Ku or Ka band systems
at very competitive rates. We also supply
the complete range of low, medium, and
high frequency sonars manufactured by
Sonic, Kaijo-Denki. These sonars are top
performers at a reasonable cost, being the
sonar of choice by MFV Fiona K III, MFV
Aine, MFV Oileán Oir and MFV Rachel
Jay, as well as a number of new Scottish
vessels, such as the Kings Cross and the
Pathway.
The most recent addition to the KaijoDenki range is the world first compact
Omni sonar, the KCS-60, specially designed
to fit into an 8” seachest. The KCS-60 is
fully stabilised with 512 separate transducer
elements, at 60 Khz, for a clear sharp
picture. The first KCS-60 installation in
Ireland was on the MFV Oileán an Oir for
Stevie Joyce.
Contact Tom Hand Electronics: Dingle,
Co. Kerry. Tel: 0862547512,
Email: tomhand@iol.ie,
Web: www.tomhandelectronics.com
			
TYSONS SHIP RIGGERS STAND 08
Tyson’s of Grimsby have attended the
show every year since the show started
in 2004.Tysons business has increased
as a direct result of exhibiting in Galway.
Tyson’s supply fishing gear for all sectors
of the industry, from trawling, beaming,
twin rigging and potting. Their range of
products covers wire, combination, chain,
netting rope and their new online store also
offers a full range of fishermen clothing.
Visit Tyson’s staff Mark Tyson and
Jonathan Tyson at Strand No 8.
Contact Tysons Ship Riggers,
Tel: 0044 (0)1472 347065,
Email: enquiries@tysonsriggers.co.uk,
Web: www. tysonsriggers.co.uk
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UNION CHANDLERY

STAND 31

Union Chandlery are one of Irelands
largest Marine Suppliers representing
some of the world’s top brands names
in International Marine Coatings, Vetus,
Tecnoseal Anodes, Polyfrom US fenders,
Whale, the list goes on. We have been
supplying the marine market for over 40
years now and have recently relocated to a
new premises. Hoping to have on show this
year will be the all new Vetus Revolutionary
Bow Pro Thruster, proportional and
brushless the run time is reliant only on
your battery capacity. A must have for
those who want instant control at their
fingertips.
Contact Union Chandlery Ltd, 23
Doughcloyne Ind Est, Sarsfield Road, Cork
T12 DR97. Tel: 021 4554334,
Email: rogerbetts@unionchandlery.com,
Web: www.unionchandlery.ie
			
VHF & CHARTPLOTTER TRAINING
STAND 102
VHF.IE is Ireland’s only non-state-owned
provider of training in GMDSS (Global
Maritime Distress and Safety System), and
is approved by the Marine Safety Office of
the Department of Transport. We deliver
our professional GMDSS courses from
facilities in Poolbeg, Dublin and NMCI,
Cork. Courses for recreational seafarers
are provided from locations all over the
country.
Since the start of our marine radiocommunications training activity in 2003,
over 1500 students have now graduated
from four different courses: • Short Range
Certificate (SRC) – 1.5 days (non-SOLAS
inshore vessels) • Long Range Certificate
(LRC) – 4 days (non-SOLAS offshore
vessels) • GMDSS Restricted Operators
Cert (ROC) – 4 days (SOLAS inshore
vessels) • GMDSS General Operator Cert
(GOC) – 10 days (SOLAS offshore vessels)
Additionally, we are an approved training
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centre of Irish Sailing and Royal Yachting
Association (RYA) for the following
navigation theory courses: • Essential
Navigation and Seamanship (2 days or
online) • Day Skipper – (6 days) • Coastal
Skipper Yachtmaster Offshore – (6 days)
Contact: Doonagore, Doolin, Co Clare.
Tel: 065 7074565, Mobile: 087 2436792,
Email: info@vhf.ie, Web: www.vhf.ie
			
WESTWARD SCANIA
STAND 13
Scania’s marine engine platform
provides customers with opportunities to
enhance efficiency, operating economy
and environmental performance - without
sacrificing power. In an age where fuel
consumption, reduced emissions and
maximising economy of power has
become such a vital part of the operation
of working boats, Scania is leading the way
with their range of 9, 13 & 16 litre marine
engines.
Westward Scania, the importer for
Scania products in Ireland, based in
Strokestown, Co. Roscommon, with no
fewer than ten dealerships geographically
located to service the main ports and
transport centres. Although the Scania
name is perhaps more commonly
associated with trucks & buses, Scania’s
engine division remains a busy part of
Westward Scania’s operation with the
range of marine, industrial and power
generation engines in constant demand.
The Scania engine range includes marine
engines from 250hp to 1150hp in 9, 13
and 16 litre models. Engines for marine
auxiliary power are also available to suit
the commercial marine sector with ranges
from 199 kWto640 kW. In addition, a full
range of industrial engines, 275hp to 770hp
and power generation engines 250 kVA to
700 kVA, 50Hz & 60 Hz arealso available.

WHISPAIRE

STAND 34B

Whispaire will be exhibiting their highly
regarded range of TeaMate water boilers
including the marine grade stainless steel
version. Ideal as a fit and forget solution for
providing hot drinks at sea, you will wonder
how you ever managed without one.
Also on display will be a range of quality
inverters for providing onboard mains
power and also battery-to-battery chargers
designed to provide the best possible
charging of house or leisure batteries.
These units will ensure maximum battery
life and fully charged batteries due to their
advanced charge cycle.
Contact Whispaire: Unit 53 Romsey Ind.
Estate, Greatbridge Road, Romsey, Hants,
SO51 0HR. Tel: +44 (0)1794 523999.
Email: info@whispaire.co.uk,
Web: www.whispaire.co.uk
			

ZIEGRA ICE MACHINES

STAND 02

Ziegra’s range of on board ice machines
are widely regarded as the best in the
world, due to the continuous improvement
program implemented many years ago.
But they will not rest on their laurels. The
company continues to look for ways to
make their machines even more robust
and innovative, so that they will remain
the No 1 choice for ice machines at sea.
Members of the Ziegra technical sales team
will be on hand at the show to discuss
any requirements for land or on board ice
machines.
Contact Ziegra Ice Machines:
2 Phoenix Court, Whitehill Ind. Est.
Stock - port, Cheshire, SK4 1PQ.
Tel: 00441614290525,
Email: ice@ziegra.co.uk,
Web: www.ziegra.co.uk

Conact Westward Scania, Strokestown,
Co Roscommon. Tel: 071 9634500,
Web: www.westwardscania.com
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BIM Sponsor of

SKIPPER EXPO INT.
GALWAY

